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Introduction
1.1 A glance at previous works
The term co-simulation refers to the combination of (at least) two different tools for performing a
multi-physics or multi-model simulation. This research deals specifically with the co-simulation of
ElectroMagnetic Transients (EMT) models and Phasor-Mode (PM) models1. The main motivation
behind this work is to combine the accuracy of EMT with the computational efficiency of PM
simulations. Today there is no widely accepted approach for such a co-simulation. While mature
software exist for both models, further investigations and developments are needed for their efficient
and accurate coupling.
Coupled PM-EMT solvers have been proposed initially in 1981 in the context of the simulation of
an Alternating Current (AC) grid comprising a Direct Current (DC) link with its two current-source
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) converters [HTAA81]. The EMT sub-system was relatively
small, comprising the DC cable and the HVDC converters at both ends (with their transformers
and harmonic filters). The PM sub-system included single-point Thévenin equivalents, varying
with time. The development was oriented towards incorporating a detailed EMT model inside a
PM simulation, to gain accuracy for components inaccurately represented under PM model under
all possible events. Time interpolation was used to convert PM variables into EMT ones at the
interface, although the exact procedure was not described. In order to pass from EMT variables
to PM ones, the Fast Fourier Transform was used to derive the boundary voltage while real power
was evaluated numerically.
Later on, [RA88b] proposed, for accuracy reasons, to extend the EMT sub-system to include parts
of the surrounding AC network around the HVDC link. Two different interface locations were
tested [RA88c]: (i) interface located directly at the converter AC buses, and (ii) interface placed
one bus further away from the converter. The simulation results showed, as expected, that it was
beneficial to extend the interface to reduce the distortion ratio at the interface between PM and
1PM models are also referred to as “models under the quasi-sinusoidal approximation” or “RMS models”.
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EMT sub-systems. A least-squares curve fitting approach for fundamental frequency waveform
extraction replaced the FFT and real power methods of [HTAA81].
In the PhD thesis [And95], the author extended the application area of PM-EMT co-simulations,
claiming that the inclusion of multiple and independent detailed EMT islands was possible, with
application to Static Var Compensators (SVCs) and Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS)
devices. The author validated the PM-EMT coupling on a 5-machine, 10-bus test system, where
the EMT sub-system was composed of a point-to-point HVDC link with twelve-pulse converters.
The work focused on transient stability PM studies, using full transient EMT model of HVDC
converters during significant transient disturbances. The use of a frequency dependent equivalent
of the AC network made it possible to set the boundary at the terminals of the HVDC converters.
Some authors have worked on improving the boundary conditions (e.g. [ZFA14, CS+02]). In
this context, in [SSCZ03, SCS05, SCSS05, FLCW06], several studies were performed on a 39-
bus test system [Kun94]. The EMT sub-system, included a fixed capacitor-thyristor controlled
reactor SVC and had one bus in common with the PM sub-system. Tentative improvements have
been made to the model of the PM sub-system used in the EMT simulation. In particular in
[FLCW06], the frequency of the current source of the Norton equivalent (PM sub-system model in
the EMT simulation) is updated with the estimated frequency at each boundary bus, with however
relatively few theoretical basis supporting this technique. In [ZGW+13], the authors focus on the
implementation of a frequency dependent network equivalent of the PM sub-system in the EMT
simulation. It appears that this type of equivalent makes it possible to place the boundary very
near an HVDC converter.
Reference [IFHI03] mentionned the possibility to predict in time the value of the PM sub-system
to improve the convergence of the co-simulation procedure. In that reference, the authors reported
on tests with an interface including up to two boundary buses.
An interesting work, more of theoretical nature, on iterative PM-EMT simulations was presented
in [KK00]. An average number of iterations below two per co-simulation time step was reported,
on a small test system (one machine, one transformer and one transmission line). In the more
recent references [AF14, AF13, AF12, Abh11], the authors assess the need to iterate between the
PM and EMT solvers to get accurate results, in particular in short-term voltage stability studies.
They conclude that in unstable cases, a non-iterative PM-EMT simulation does not give accurate
results. A single solver handling the two different models is used. In this context, it is proposed to
start with a PM simulation, to switch to the PM-EMT hybrid simulation after disturbances, and
to come back to PM simulation after the disturbances have died out. The following application
areas for PM-EMT simulators are quoted by these authors:
• Identification of local voltage collapse and voltage collapse cascade,
• wide-area protection analysis,
• modeling of power electronics in wind farms.
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However there are still some limitations in that work. In particular, a mere current injector is used
to model the EMT sub-system, which is not optimal for the convergence of the iterative process
between PM and EMT solvers. Furthermore the coupling in the presence of multiple boundary
buses is not considered in detail.
Other authors have worked on the inclusion of Multi-Terminal DC (MTDC) grids in the EMT sub-
system [vdMGvdM+14, vHGK11, vdMRK10], reviewing also PM-EMT co-simulation techniques,
and proposing improved protocols and boundary conditions. It has been found that a non-iterative
PM-EMT co-simulation is more accurate when solving the EMT sub-system first. Faults in the PM
sub-system were also considered in [zLxHT+11], the representation of the non-EMT part being
not just an equivalent, but a sub-system per se. The reported work also involves DC links.
Very recently, hybrid PM-EMT simulations have been used to simulate Fault-Induced Delayed
Voltage Recovery (FIDVR) [Ope15, HV15]. This work is interesting in several respects: (i) a
three-sequence solver is used on the PM side, which allows handling imbalances at the boundary;
(ii) the application to FIDVR; (iii) the detection of fast dynamics inside the EMT network to
switch from a parallel to a serial protocol. Some aspects leave room for improvements, in our
opinion, including the co-simulation protocol, the boundary conditions on the PM sub-system side,
the prediction before iterating, the handling of transient events in the PM sub-system, and the
PM-to-EMT and EMT-to-PM conversion techniques.
1.2 Thesis objectives
Until recently, some authors were challenging the theoretical basis supporting the PM-EMT co-
simulation [FD12]. It is true that the literature review presented in the previous section raises
many questions:
1. How is the simulation impacted if a static Thévenin equivalent is used to represent the
PM sub-system over the whole simulation? What is the error made with a static Thévenin
equivalent, and what is the added value of PM-EMT co-simulation?
2. Is it necessary to iterate between the PM and the EMT solvers, and if yes, how many
iterations are generally required for a sufficient accuracy of the PM-EMT co-simulation?
3. How to interface the PM and EMT solvers? As regards passing the EMT results to the PM
simulation, how to avoid introducing a delay due to the processing of past values of the EMT
simulation outputs? Is the PM time step size restricted to a particular value, for instance
related to the fundamental period (i.e. submultiple, equal or multiple of the fundamental
period)? What is the accuracy of the EMT-to-PM conversion techniques?
4. How far is it advantageous to extend the EMT sub-system, considering the computational
power available nowadays? What is the impact of increasing the number of boundary buses
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on the number of PM-EMT co-simulation iterations needed for a given accuracy? Is there a
limit on the maximum number of boundary buses between the PM and EMT sub-systems?
5. What is the most efficient and accurate interaction protocol between the PM and the EMT
solvers? To which cases are the serial or the parallel protocol best suited? What solver
should be called first (in a serial protocol)?
6. How should the PM sub-system be modeled when performing the EMT simulation, and
conversely, how should one model the EMT sub-system in the PM simulation? These
equivalent models will be called boundary conditions. Is a first-order (Thévenin or Norton)
dynamically updated equivalent on one side sufficient? How is the convergence rate impacted
when changing the type of boundary conditions used?
7. In view of its limitations, what are the main areas of application of PM-EMT hybrid simu-
lations?
These are many and various issues that we have tried to address in this research work, building on
a number of proposed techniques, and bringing our own enhancements.
1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 offers a brief overview of the dynamic phenomena occuring in a power system. The
main power system modeling approaches, spanning from the most precise EMT models to
the simplified PM ones, are presented. By way of illustration, the derivation of the EMT and
PM models of a three-phase lumped parameter overhead line is presented. The obtained
models are compared in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy. The Nordic test
system used throughout the whole thesis is also introduced with a comparison of dynamic
models.
Chapter 3 is devoted to a review of the techniques to efficiently couple the PM and EMT solvers.
Model partitioning is first discussed and the main iterative coupling schemes are presented.
The boundary conditions to be used in each of the EMT and PM solvers are discussed and
compared in terms of accuracy and convergence properties. The extrapolation techniques,
in time and inside the co-simulation iterations, are also considered. A relaxation algorithm,
incorporating the best suited techniques for PM-EMT coupling, is presented. The chapter
is concluded with a convergence study.
An early version of the relaxation algorithm was published in [PGV13]. An improved version
of the latter, showing the importance of first-order boundary conditions was presented in
[PAGV14]. In parallel, a paper focusing on the convergence properties obtained with dif-
ferent boundary conditions was published in [PGV14]. Finally, a more complete algorithm,
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including frequency update in the boundary conditions, single-iteration accuracy evaluation,
and prediction in time, has been submitted for publication [PAGV15].
Chapter 4 presents the interface between PM and EMT simulations. The chapter is subdivided
in two parts devoted to the PM-to-EMT and the EMT-to-PM conversion, respectively. Both
sections include a literature review and a comparison of the main performances of the tech-
niques used.
The PM-to-EMT conversion was described mathematically in [PGV13], and further elab-
orated in [PAGV14], stressing the relevance of linear interpolation in PM-EMT coupled
simulations.
For what concerns the EMT-to-PM conversion, an original technique was proposed in
[PGV13]. An improvement was brought to the latter in [PAGV14] regarding the extrac-
tion under disturbed conditions. In [PAGV15], a measure of the extraction quality was
proposed. Unpublished, improved techniques are presented in this thesis.
Chapter 5 offers a sample of simulation results for a single and for multiple interface buses
between the PM and the EMT sub-systems. The case where a single EMT sub-system
evaluation is allowed (e.g. for hardware-in-the-loop simulations) is also assessed.
The cases involving a single interface bus and related results were presented in [PGV13]
and [PAGV14]. The extension to multiple interface buses was presented in [PAGV15].
Chapter 6 summarizes contributions and suggests some directions for future work.
Overall, this thesis expands the following material which has been published or submitted, in
various journals and at conferences:
Under preparation:
[10] J. Nshimiyimana, F. Plumier, P. Dular J. Gyselinck, and C. Geuzaine. Comparison of Co-
simulation schemes for Field/Circuit coupled problems. To be submitted to —, 2016.
Under review:
[9] J. Nshimiyimana, F. Plumier, J. Gyselinck, P. Dular and C. Geuzaine. Co-simulation of Finite
Element and Integrated Circuit Solvers using an Optimized Waveform Relaxation Method.
Submitted to IEEE Energycon 2016 (under 2nd review), Leuven, 2016.
[8] F. Plumier, P. Aristidou, C. Geuzaine, T. Van Cutsem, "Co-simulation of Electromagnetic
Transients and Phasor Models: a Relaxation Approach", Submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Power Delivery (under 2nd review), 2015.
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Published:
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Chapter 2
Power system dynamic models
Having introduced in Chapter 1 the context and historical background of PM and EMT coupled
simulations, we will enter now into more detail about EMT, PM and intermediate models. The
main dynamic models for power system simulation will be introduced. The chapter will end with
a comparison between the presented modeling approaches.
To derive a dynamic model of a power system, a possible way consists in modeling every power
system component and the interactions between all components. This is not the only approach
to deriving a dynamic model of a power system (one may use a measurements based approach
to model the whole power system as a black- or gray-box; see for instance [SS04]), but it is the
approach chosen in this thesis. Our choice is to make use of physics-based models. This approach
tries to reproduce the actual time-domain evolution of state variables at any location in the system.
The clear interest of physics-based models is to give inherent physical insight into power system
simulation and to give access to any variable in the system.
A generic power system is represented in Figure 2.1. It includes components that we refer to
as “injectors”, represented by dashed circles. The injectors are connected to bus bars. The
injectors include production units injecting power into the network (e.g. synchronous generators),
loads drawing power from the network as well as (synchronous or static) compensators, power-
electronics converters, etc. The network is mainly composed of overhead power lines, cables and
transformers, not shown in Figure 2.1. The main symbols used for power system representation
are summarized in Figure 2.2.
In this chapter, we will present the main families of power system modeling approaches for dynamic
simulations. Dynamic phenomena occuring in a power system will be detailed in Section 2.1.
The most accurate representation, for which the model is refined depending on the level of detail
needed for the phenomenon under study, is called EMT model [Dom69, WA03, MV15]. These
models will be presented in Section 2.2. An example of derivation of the typical pi-section model
of an overhead line will be given in Section 2.2.2. The test system used and the EMT solver
implemented in our research will be presented in Section 2.2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Power system symbols.
Section 2.3 will introduce intermediate accuracy models. Section 2.3.1 will present a family of
techniques gathered together under the name of Dynamic Phasor (DP) techniques. These model-
ing approaches basically consist in studying the dynamic behavior of the complex coefficients of the
main terms of a Fourier series decomposition of the variables over a sliding time window. The sec-
ond approach presented (Section 2.3.2) to simulate large power systems consists in equivalencing
a subset of the whole system.
The second proposed simplification (Section 2.3.3) consists in performing a coupled PM-EMT
simulation. In this approach, rather than equivalencing a chosen subset of the power system, this
subset is simulated, but with a simplified modeling approach (namely the PM approximation),
while the domain of greater interest is simulated under full precision EMT models.
Section 2.4 will present positive-sequence phasor-mode simplified models [Kun94], named here PM
models. For comparison purposes with EMT models, the PM model of a three-phase overhead
power line will be derived in Section 2.4.4 while the complexity of the PM model of the Nordic
test system will be described in Section 2.4.5. A brief description of the PM solver will end the
section.
Section 2.5 will conclude the chapter with a comparison of the presented modeling methods.
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Figure 2.3: Classification of dynamic phenomena. (inspired from [AAALM02])
2.1 Dynamic phenomena occuring in a power system
An introduction to the dynamic phenomena occurring in a power system is now necessary. Dynamic
phenomena can be roughly classified in the following two categories:
• Low frequency transients, abusively called electromechanical transients,
• High frequency transients, referred to as electromagnetic transients.
Low frequency transients are phenomena which are slow compared to the fundamental period.
The period of oscillatory phenomena is long compared to one fundamental period of the volt-
ages, at least 10 periods. On the other hand, high frequency oscillations have a period which
cannot be considered long compared to the fundamental period, i.e. less than 10 fundamental
periods. The main dynamic phenomena occuring in a power system are summarized in Figure 2.3.
Lightning striking overhead lines induces very fast waves whose time constant ranges from 0.1µs
to 1ms. Switching operations concern the connection or disconnection of transmission lines or
other components to or from the network. Switching can be planned or not. Planned switching
operations include maintenance or addition of a new component to the network, while unplanned
switchings generally concerns the disconnection of a faulted segment from the rest of the network.
Over-voltages due to switching are characterized by time constants ranging from 10µs to 100ms.
Sub-synchronous resonance is a condition where the electric network exchanges significant energy
with a turbine-generator at one or more frequencies below the synchronous frequency. It originates
from the interaction between turbine-generators and a series capacitor compensated network or
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Figure 2.4: Classification of power system stability [KPA+04].
with other components, such as Power System Stabilizers (PSS), HVDC converter controls, static
var compensators, high speed governor controls, and variable speed drives converters [19992].
Sub-synchronous resonance phenomena involve dynamics in the range [0.5ms - 10 s].
The slower phenomena occuring in a power system can be classified as shown in Figure 2.4. Power
systems transient stability phenomena [KPA+04] are associated with the operation of synchronous
machines in parallel. Transient stability becomes important in the presence of long distance heavy
power transmissions. From a physical point of view, transient stability is defined as the ability of
a power system to maintain the synchronous operation of the machines when subjected to large
disturbances. It depends on the ability to maintain/restore equilibrium between electromagnetic
torque and mechanical torque of each synchronous machine in the system. Frequency stability
refers to the ability of a power system to maintain steady frequency following a severe system upset
resulting in a significant imbalance between generation and load. It can be both a short-term issue
(e.g. severe power imbalance after a network split) or a long-term one (e.g. unsatisfactory boiler
control in power plants). Voltage stability refers to the ability of the power system to maintain
steady voltages at all buses in the system after being subjected to a disturbance. It also decomposes
into short- and long-term categories [VCV98]. To support this classification, the link with recent
events in power systems is shown in Figure 2.5. A blackout generally results from the successive
combination of two or more kinds of power system instability [ES13].
2.2 Electromagnetic transients models
2.2.1 Introduction to electromagnetic transients models
In the EMT modeling approach the three-phase voltages and currents are represented as three sep-
arate time-varying variables, without any assumption on their respective waveform. In Figure 2.6,
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Figure 2.5: Classification of power system stability with examples [ENT11].






and the injector itself, with a level of detail that depends of the required accuracy of the model,
is represented through a set of Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs):
Γix˙i = Φi (xi) ,
where Γi is a diagonal matrix composed of zeros and ones, and xi is a vector containing the
algebraic and differential state variables of the injector. A one for a diagonal component of Γi
corresponds to a differential equation for the corresponding component of xi while a zero gives an
algebraic equation.
The network is also modeled through a set of DAEs:
Γx˙ = Φ (x) ,
where Γ again is a diagonal matrix composed of zeros and ones, and x is a vector containing all
algebraic and differential state variables of the network, including the bus voltages vabc.
By way of illustration we derive in Section 2.2.2 the equations of an overhead power line to show
a typical example of EMT model. The majority of the other EMT models implemented in our
EMT solver (Section 2.2.3) are detailed in Appendix A.1. Some models, for which EMT and PM
models are identical (e.g. controllers), are grouped in Appendix A.3.
2.2.2 Electromagnetic transients model of an overhead line with lumped
parameters
The lumped element model represented in Figure 2.7 is used to model short overhead transmission
lines connecting two buses [WA03]. Each bus includes three abc nodes. This model, called PI






Figure 2.6: EMT representation of the power system.
Figure 2.7: Model of a power line, as implemented in our EMT solver.
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section model, thus connects the three nodes on one side to the three nodes on the other side.
In this model, for simplicity and without lack of generality, the line is assumed to have the same
voltage reference on the left and right hand sides. It is also assumed here that the line parameters
are constant. The line is supposed to obey a perfect three-phase symmetry, again for the simplicity
of the presentation.
Consider the capacitor and inductor equations on the left hand side of the line. First writing the
capacitor charge equations:
0 = −qa + Cg2 va +
C
2 (va − vb) +
C
2 (va − vc) , (2.1)
0 = −qb + Cg2 vb +
C
2 (vb − vc) +
C
2 (vb − va) , (2.2)
0 = −qc + Cg2 vc +
C
2 (vc − va) +
C
2 (vc − vb) , (2.3)
where Cg is the total equivalent capacitance of the full length of a wire with respect to ground, C is
the total equivalent capacitance between two wires, qabc are the charges on abc wires respectively,
and vabc are the potentials of abc wires with respect to the ground.
According to Kirchhoff’s current law the currents i¯a, i¯b and i¯c entering the series part of the PI
section model (see Figure 2.7) are given by:
i¯a = ia − dqa
dt
, (2.4)
i¯b = ib − dqb
dt
, (2.5)
i¯c = ic − dqc
dt
. (2.6)
The flux linkages in the various phases are given by:
ψa = Lsi¯a + Lmi¯b + Lmi¯c ,
ψb = Lmi¯a + Lsi¯b + Lmi¯c ,
ψc = Lmi¯a + Lmi¯b + Lsi¯c .
Solving for the currents yield:
i¯a = Aψa −B (ψb + ψc) , (2.7)
i¯b = Aψb −B (ψc + ψa) , (2.8)
i¯c = Aψc −B (ψa + ψb) , (2.9)
where
A = Lm + Ls
L2s + LsLm − 2L2m
,
B = Lm
L2s + LsLm − 2L2m
.
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The voltage drop along the phase wires can be written as:












where i¯a, i¯b and i¯c can be replaced by their expressions (2.7)-(2.9).
Similarly, on the right side of the line, one has:















































= i¯a − i′a , (2.16)
dq′b
dt
= i¯b − i′b , (2.17)
dq′c
dt
= i¯c − i′c . (2.18)
where again i¯a, i¯b and i¯c can be replaced by their expressions (2.7)-(2.9).
Replacing (2.7)-(2.9) in (2.4)-(2.6), (2.16)-(2.18) and (2.10)-(2.12), finally gives:
dqa
dt
= ia −Aψa +B (ψb + ψc) , (2.19)
dqb
dt
= ib −Aψb +B (ψc + ψa) , (2.20)
dqc
dt
= ic −Aψc +B (ψa + ψb) , (2.21)
dq′a
dt
= −i′a +Aψa −B (ψb + ψc) , (2.22)
dq′b
dt
= −i′b +Aψb −B (ψc + ψa) , (2.23)
dq′c
dt
= −i′c +Aψc −B (ψa + ψb) , (2.24)
dψa
dt
= −v′a + va −ARψa +BR (ψb + ψc) , (2.25)
dψb
dt
= −v′b + vb −ARψb +BR (ψc + ψa) , (2.26)
dψc
dt
= −v′c + vc −ARψc +BR (ψa + ψb) . (2.27)
Equations (2.1)-(2.3), (2.13)-(2.15), (2.19)-(2.27), constitute the final set of 15 equations (9
linear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) and 6 linear Algebraic Equations (AEs) ) of the line
model. Note that when deriving this model, no assumption was made concerning the expected
time evolution of the various charges, voltages, currents and flux linkages.
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2.2.3 Electromagnetic transients model of the Nordic test system
The test system that has been used in this research is the 74-bus, 102-branch, 23-machine Nordic
system, version B, documented in [IEE15]. The one-line diagram is shown in Figure 2.8. This
system is fictitious but inspired of the Swedish system (at the time of setting up the system). It
is composed of four areas:
• “North” with hydro generation and some load,
• “Central” with much load and thermal power generation,
• “Equiv” connected to the “North” ; it includes a very simple equivalent of an external system,
• “South” that contains thermal generation, rather loosely connected to the rest of the system.
Without lack of generality, power-electronics based components such as static var compensators,
wind parks or HVDC links have not been added, since the focus of the work was on a correct and
efficient coupling between EMT and PM models, and not on particular components. We believe
the proposed method is general enough to allow incorporating such components in the future.
The system has a 400-kV backbone, whose structure is shown in Figure 2.9, with rather long
transmission lines, compensated with series capacitors. The percentage of series compensation1
is indicated on the lines of concern in Figure 2.9.
The system is heavily loaded with large power transfer from North to Central areas. Secure system
operation is limited by transient (angle) and long-term voltage instability (see Figure 2.4).
The models used in this test system are presented in Appendix A.
The size of the EMT model, in terms of number of ODEs and AEs, is detailed in Table 2.1. The
AEs are classified in column “lin.” if they are linear, and in the column “n.-lin.” if at least one
equation in the set is non-linear. Similarly, ODEs are all of the type “lin.” since all non-linearities
have been put into the AEs for the models under study here. Other models may of course also
include non-linear ODEs.
1The degree of series compensation (DsC) is defined as the ratio of the capacitive reactance of the series
capacitor to the inductive reactance of the transmission line, i.e.
DsC , |XC |
XL
× 100%
























































Figure 2.8: Nordic system, version B. [IEE15]






















Figure 2.9: Backbone 400-kV system.
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eqs per component number number
element ODEs AEs Tot. of elts. of eqs.lin. lin. n.-lin.
lines 9 6 15 52 780
transformers 3 5 8 53 424
shunts 3 3 11 33
impedance loads 3 3 6 22 132
buses (for KCLs2) 3 3 79 237
synchronous machines 8 12 20 23 460
AVR3+exciters4 1 - 2 1 - 0 2 23 46
speed governors+turbines 4 2 6 12 72
constant torques 1 1 11 11
power system stabilizers 3 1 4 23 92
Total equations count: 2287
Table 2.1: EMT equations count for the test system.
It was not possible to use the well-known commercial EMTP-RV software [emt] for the PM-EMT
co-simulation with the PM solver (see Section 2.4.6), since it was not possible in the commercial
version of EMTP-RV to iterate on the simulation at every time-step, which was needed in devel-
opment of a co-simulation solution. Instead, a solver was developed and implemented in MATLAB
to perform the dynamic simulation of the above outlined EMT models. It is briefly presented in
Appendix B. The equations are written in state-space form and solved with a “dishonnest” Newton
method, where the sparse Jacobian matrix is not updated at every iteration. Both Backward Euler
and Trapezoidal integration methods were implemented. The system is implemented in a decom-
posed way, allowing parts of the Jacobian to be kept constant throughout the whole simulation
while other parts of the Jacobian may be updated at every time step or every Newton iteration
if needed. The Jacobian matrix obtained when simulating the Central-South part of the Nordic
system is presented in Appendix B.
As a preliminary step, the EMT solver implemented in MATLAB was validated, on a sub-domain
of the Nordic system, comparing its output results with those given by EMTP-RV. In this test,
the remaining of the system (i.e. the non-shaded part in Figure 2.10) was replaced by a constant
voltage source at fundamental frequency. A single-phase fault was assumed on line 4046-4047,
near bus 4047 (see Figure 2.10), cleared by opening the three phases of the faulted line.
Figure 2.11 shows the current in phase a received by the above mentioned voltage source, before,
during and after the fault. The evolutions do not show any significant difference between the
MATLAB-based EMT solver and the benchmark EMTP-RV. Thus, for the level of detail expected
2Kirchhoff Current Law
3Automatic Voltage Regulator.
4One out of the two equations is an ODE. The second equation is an AE or an ODE depending on whether an
integrator in the model is limited or not.



























































Figure 2.10: Sub-system of the Nordic test system used for validation of implemented MATLAB-
EMT solver.
from the hybrid PM-EMT simulation, the EMT solver can be considered equivalent to EMTP-RV.
2.3 From electromagnetic transients to phasor models
2.3.1 Dynamic phasors family
As mentionned in the introduction of this chapter, several techniques can be grouped into the family
of Dynamic Phasor (DP) modeling techniques. This section introduces the general principles of
DP modeling techniques.
2.3.1.1 Shifted-frequency analysis, frequency-adaptive simulation of transients and
frequency-adaptive electromagnetic transients
The idea of Shifted Frequency Analysis (SFA) [ZMD07, ZMD09, MDBB14] is that it is generally
useless to simulate in detail the carrier waveform of the abc signals, because their envelopes
generally give sufficient information, while avoiding the requirement of using small time step sizes
compared to the carrier period. The basic operations proposed by SFA are shown in Figure 2.12.
SFA proposes to transform the real signals s(t) (instantaneous signals as observed in reality) into

















Figure 2.11: Current in phase a received by voltage source at bus 4043, obtained from MATLAB-
based EMT solver and EMTP-RV, respectively.
Figure 2.12: Hilbert transform and carrier frequency shifting.
analytic signals s (t):
s (t) = s (t) + jH [s (t)] . (2.28)
While the Fourier spectrum of the real signal s(t) extends to negative frequencies, this is not the
case for the Fourier spectrum of the corresponding analytic signal s (t). In (2.28), H [] is the
notation for Hilbert transform5. The effect of the Hilbert transform on a real signal is to phase
shift it by −90°. The analytic signal s (t) is then shifted by a shift frequency fs according to:
E [s (t)] = s (t) e−j2pifst . (2.29)
If the shift frequency fs is chosen equal to the carrier frequency fc, the carrier is eliminated from
the signal, and only the envelope remains. This allows for a larger time step size to be used in the
EMT simulation of the shifted analytic signal E [s (t)] in (2.29).
References [SSG06, GS09] proposed an extension of SFA, called Frequency-Adaptive Simulation of
Transients (FAST). While in SFA, the shift frequency fs in (2.29) is fixed, FAST makes the shift
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Figure 2.13: FAST simulation.
Figure 2.14: Signal with non-negligible harmonic content.
frequency a simulation parameter in addition to time step size. In FAST, while the shift frequency
could take any value, there are two basic cases, easy to understand:
• if fs is set to the carrier frequency - say - fc = 50Hz, FAST reduces to the fixed-carrier
frequency dynamic phasor approach, outlined above,
• if fs is set to zero, FAST reduces to classical EMT model.
The advantage of FAST over SFA is that FAST can switch from fs = 0 to track an electromagnetic
transient signal for a short period, and then use fc = 50 Hz to reduce the computational burden
when the envelope gives sufficient information on the simulated signal. An illustrative example
(inspired from [GS09]) is shown in Figure 2.13. Modeled elements using FAST include transformers,
synchronous machines and transmission lines.
Recently, some authors [FD12] proposed a method, called Frequency-Adaptive EMT (FEMT),
similar to FAST in the sense that the shift frequency is adaptive.
2.3.1.2 Dynamic phasors
In the case where the simulated signal contains harmonics (e.g. Figure 2.14), the SFA and
FAST techniques (Section 2.3.1.1) have to be extended. A time-domain waveform x (τ) can be




Xk (t) ejkωsτ , (2.30)
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LFE EMT
Figure 2.15: Part of the power system is represented through a LFE.
where ωs = 2piT and Xk (t), the complex Fourier coefficients, called dynamic phasors [Hen99,






x (τ) e−jkωsτdτ . (2.31)
The waveform x (τ) can be approximated on the given interval [t− T, t] and to an arbitrary
accuracy, by using equations (2.30)-(2.31), with an appropriate number of Fourier coefficients
kept in the model.
2.3.2 Low frequency equivalent of a part of the system
A simplified way to simulate a large power system consists in deriving a Low Frequency Equivalent
(LFE) of a part of the latter while simulating in detail the remaining part [CA70, SDS14]. This
leads to perform a coupled LFE-EMT simulation, as illustrated in Figure 2.15.
2.3.2.1 Low frequency equivalent derivation techniques
A survey on proposed techniques for calculating dynamic system equivalents and in particular




• Measurement or simulation based methods.
In transient stability analysis, the dynamic models of a power system are nonlinear. Hence, to be
applicable, model reduction methods must either be applied directly to the nonlinear system, or
reduce the linearized model of the system.
Modal methods [UT71, EKS02] are based on the linearized state space model:
X˙ = AX + Bu ,
where the eigenvalues of the system matrix A give the modes of the dynamic system. The
principle of modal methods is to extract the relatively less damped modes (eigenvalues of A closer
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EMT
Figure 2.16: Multiport EMT Thévenin equivalent.
to the imaginary axis) while ignoring the highly damped modes. These methods belong to the
family of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) methods [Ast04]. The main drawback of these
methods is that, being based on a linearized state space model, they do not take into account the
discrete events (such as for instance transformer tap changing, load shedding, ..) occuring in the
equivalenced sub-system.
Coherency methods or “similarity” methods involve grouping of “similar” machines [LS73, MV11].
The groups are obtained by analysis of the system response to a perturbation. The LFE is then
obtained by replacing such groups by a large equivalent machine.
Other methods rely on the response of the external system, measured or simulated [ANL+12].
Curve fitting techniques are used to determine the model parameters, based on the system response.
2.3.2.2 Low frequency equivalent implementation
Regardless of the way the LFE is derived, it needs to be implemented in the EMT solver. There
are several options, but the simplest equivalent one can think of is a multiport Thévenin equivalent
as shown in Figure 2.16.
The model derived from the Thévenin equivalent is written as:

















i1 abc · · · inabc
]T
,
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where the general form of RabcTh is:
RabcTh =

R1 0 0 R1n 0 0
0 R1 0 · · · 0 R1n 0
0 0 R1 0 0 R1n
... . . . ...
R1n 0 0 Rn 0 0
0 R1n 0 · · · 0 Rn 0
0 0 R1n 0 0 Rn

, (2.33)
where the off-diagonal terms are zero because of the negligible resistive coupling between abc
phases.
LabcTh is generally of the form:
LabcTh =

L1a L1ab L1ac L1na L1nab L1nac
L1ab L1b L1bc · · · L1nab L1nb L1nbc
L1ac L1bc L1c L1nac L1nbc L1nc
... . . . ...
L1na L1nab L1nac Lna Lnab Lnac
L1nab L1nb L1nbc · · · Lnab Lnb Lnbc
L1nac L1nbc L1nc Lnac Lnbc Lnc

, (2.34)
where the off-diagonal terms are non-zero to take into account the magnetic coupling between
abc phases.
2.3.3 Simulating a part of the system with a simplified model
While the equivalencing methods presented in the previous section lead to a speed up in compu-
tation speed, they inherently lack precision because the LFE is computed once for all. If the LFE
needs to be updated, then the LFE-EMT solution may become cumbersome due to the successive
recomputations of the equivalents. Another interesting possibility, which is the one chosen in this
thesis, consists of simulating one part of the network with simplified models. Among them, the
PM model routinely used for power system stability analysis is attractive due to its ability to retain
some nonlinearity as well as a significant subset of the power system dynamics (see Figure 2.4).
The derivation of PM models is recalled in the next section.
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Figure 2.17: RL circuit with equivalent source e(t).
2.4 Phasor models
2.4.1 Phasor model of a simple RL circuit
In order to give insight into the approximation underlying PM models, we consider the very simple
RL circuit shown in Figure 2.17, with R = 1Ω and L = 20mH, characterized by a time constant
τ = L/R = 20ms. The RL circuit is connected through a switch to the voltage source e(t) with a
varying Root Mean Squares (RMS) value E(t). The voltage e(t) is thus of the form:
e(t) =
√
2E(t) cos (ωst+ φ0) , (2.35)
where ωs is the synchronous frequency of the system, chosen here as:
ωs = 2pi50 rad/s . (2.36)
The phase angle of the voltage source e(t) at t = 0 is φ0 = −pi/4. The evolution of E (t) is given
by the following ODE:
dE(t)
dt







where TE = 300ms.
The voltage eRL(t) is given by:
eRL(t) =
{
e (t) ∀t ≥ 0
0 ∀t < 0 ,
The time evolutions of the voltage source eRL(t) and of its RMS value ERL(t) are shown in
Figures 2.18b and 2.18a respectively.




= e(t)−Ri(t) . (2.38)
The solution i(t) of this ODE is shown in Figure 2.19.
The current i(t) is a modulated cosine at fundamental frequency ωs. EMT simulation of this
circuit requires a minimum of 20 time steps per fundamental period to correctly represent the
cosine and its distorsions, i.e. hEMT ≤ 1ms.



























(b) Evolution of eRL(t)














Figure 2.19: EMT solution for i(t).
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Figure 2.20: Synchronous reference frame.





(ix + jiy) ejωst
]
, (2.39)
where the following complex number:
I¯ = ix + jiy ,
is an extension of the standard phasor. ix and iy can be interpreted as the projection of I¯ on
rotating axes, usually referred to as Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) such as represented in

























(ex + jey) ejωst
]
. (2.42)
Definition (2.42) and voltage source equation (2.35) then simply give for ex(t) and ey(t):
ex(t) = E(t) cosφ0
ey(t) = E(t) sinφ0









iy + ωsLix +Riy = ey . (2.44)
Equations (2.43) - (2.44) can be solved numerically in place of (2.38) to obtain the time evolution
of ix(t) and iy(t). The latter are shown in Figure 2.21. From them, the current i(t) is obtained
using (2.39). This gives exactly the same solution as the one represented in Figure 2.19. Let
us remark that (2.43) - (2.44) are also the DP model of the RL network of Figure 2.17 when



















Figure 2.21: EMT solution for ix(t) and iy(t).
considering only the fundamental (this simple circuit does not contain any higher-order harmonic
and there is no interest to use the DP model for it).
Now, if the derivatives are neglected in (2.43) - (2.44)6, these equations become the following
algebraic equations:
−ωsLiy +Rix = ex , (2.45)
+ωsLix +Riy = ey , (2.46)
where ex(t) and ey(t) derive from their definition through (2.42). The two real equations (2.45)
and (2.46) can be combined into a single complex equation:
(R+ jωsL) I¯ = E¯ , (2.47)
where
E¯ , ex + jey .
Equation (2.47) is nothing but the phasor equation of the RL circuit in steady-state sinusoidal
operation. It is very important to note that the RL network obtained after neglecting the derivatives
can be described by AEs, neglecting its own dynamics which is fast compared to the slower evolution
of E(t) (τ = 20ms TE = 300ms). Equations (2.37), (2.45) and (2.46) make up the PM model
of the RL circuit with the time-varying source. A solver that can handle DAEs is needed to solve
6Neglecting the derivatives of the currents reminds the power system reader of the phasor approximation of the
synchronous machine where the transformation ElectroMotive Force (EMF) dψdqo
dt
are neglected in the stator Park
equations, as noted in Appendix A.2.3. In phasor approximation, stator fluxes changes instantaneously following a
perturbation, while in EMT model, stator flux dynamics are included.













Figure 2.22: Integration of PM currents with H = 50ms.
such a system. While a maximum time step size of h = 1ms had to be used for solving EMT
model, a time step size H = 50ms is small enough to accurately solve the PM equations with the
trapezoidal rule. This is confirmed by Figure 2.22 where the crosses indicate the time steps.
A comparison of the solutions obtained by EMT and PM models is shown in Figure 2.23. In fact,
it is very uncommon in PM simulation to rebuild the “full-wave” evolution of currents, voltages,
etc. It is done in Figure 2.23b for comparison purposes only. As can be seen, the EMT transients
are not reproduced by the PM model. In particular, the current i(t) obtained from the PM model
experiences a non-physical discontinuity at t = 0 due to the jump in the amplitude of the source
voltage e(t). After a very short time however, the EMT and PM approximations are so close to
each other that it is impossible to distinguish both curves.
The simple example presented in this section assumed a constant phase angle φ0 for the voltage
source e (t), as explicited by (2.35). Note that in PM simulation, we also deal with variable phase
angles (see (2.48)).
Figure 2.24 shows a comparison of EMT and PM models of single-phase electrical components.
We note that a derivative (respectively integral) in EMT corresponds to a +90° (respectively
−90°) phase shift in the PM model. Let us also note that while the PM models of Figure 2.24 are
much simpler than the EMT ones (and more computationally efficient), they are also restrictive
since they assume quasi-sinusoidal waveforms of angular frequency ωs. The angular frequency ωs
of concern here is the frequency of the current through the self-inductance L or the frequency of
the voltage accross the capacitance C.
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of EMT and PM solutions.
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Figure 2.25: Evolution of rotor speeds in a power system.
2.4.2 What is (what are) the frequency (the frequencies) in a power system?
The presence of the angular frequency ωs in (2.45) and (2.46) raises the following question: what
is or what are the frequencies in a power system? In general a power system is not a perfectly
synchronous system characterized by a single frequency ωs. The frequency of the voltages at a
bus is influenced by the rotation speeds of the nearest synchronous machines. Figure 2.25 shows
the rotor speed deviations (with respect to synchronous speed and in per unit) of some machines
in the Nordic system presented in Section 2.2.3, after a 210ms short-circuit applied at t = 1 s on
bus 1042, very near machine g6 (this test case will be detailed in Section 5.2.2.1). We observe a
speed deviation in the order of 0.1 percent with respect to the synchronous angular frequency ωs.
This deviation may seem negligible at first glance, but it is mandatory to take it into account in
the PM-EMT coupling algorithm, as will be explained in Section 3.8.
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2.4.3 Phasor models of three-phase networks
The example of Section 2.4.1 considered a single-phase RL circuit. However, transmission networks
are three-phase circuits. In this section, we introduce PM models of three-phase networks. In
transmission networks, voltages and currents are generally close to pure cosine wave phase shifted









2Va (t) cos (ωst+ φa (t)) + a√
2Va (t) cos
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where a, b and c express the small deviations from the phase-shifted cosine waves. The reason
why voltages and currents obey such time evolutions is because they are produced by synchronous
generators with a three-phase stator, built to produce voltages such as (2.48).
The PM approximation neglects a, b and c by assuming a ≈ b ≈ c ≈ 0. This approximation
expresses the fact that:
• each of the three evolutions obey a cosine wave description, with varying amplitudes and
phase angles,
• each waveform has the same effective value Va (t),
• the waveforms are phase shifted with respect to each other by 2pi3 .
The RMS value Va and phase angle φa are supposed to vary slowly compared to the period 2pi/ωs
(20ms in Europe and 16.67ms in North America, for instance). The frequency spectrum of the
amplitude and phase angle modulation is generally limited to [0− 5Hz]. It is clear from (2.48)















The sequence (2.48) is called positive-sequence and is represented in Figure 2.26 together with
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positive-sequence negative-sequence zero-sequence






Figure 2.27: Power system representation in PM approximation.






V¯a1 + V¯a2 + V¯a0
V¯b1 + V¯b2 + V¯b0
V¯c1 + V¯c2 + V¯c0
 . (2.52)
A sequence containing negative- and/or zero-sequence in addition to positive-sequence yields
imbalanced phasors.
The most typical PM solvers deal with the positive sequence only [Kun94]. Some PM solvers
include positive-, negative- and zero-sequence [Eur], but this is not very common. There exists
correction techniques to account for imbalances when simulating the positive sequence model only
[Kun94]. Most stability studies in PM consider three-phase faults, which are the most dangerous
for stability. Such faults involve mainly positive sequence.
PM solvers deal with a model of the type shown in Figure 2.27. Compared to the corresponding
representation in EMT models (Figure 2.6), the PM approximation is characterized by algebraic
equations for the network, while the network under EMT representation is described by a set
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Figure 2.28: Implemented line PM model.
of DAEs. This means that the PM approximation neglects the network dynamics by assuming
these dynamics to be infinitely fast (compared to the other phenomena under study, especially
electromechanical transients). This point is further illustrated in the next section by getting back
to the transmission line model.
2.4.4 Phasor model of an overhead line
Let us assume that the three input and output voltages as well as the currents in the three-phase
line of Figure 2.7 are balanced. In this case, a single-phase (or “per-phase”) model is sufficient to
represent the line. The model is shown in Figure 2.28. Compared to Figure 2.7, the line-to-line
C and line-to-ground Cg capacitances on each side have been combined into a single capacitance
Cpos
2 accounting for the effects of the couplings. The series resistance Rpos is equal to R since
resistive coupling between phases had been neglected in Figure 2.7. The series inductance Lpos
accounts for self and mutual inductances in Figure 2.7.
For further illustration let us derive the charge equation (2.1) in PM approximation:
Q¯a =
1












= 12 (Cg + 2C) V¯a +
C
2 V¯a
= 12 (Cg + 3C) V¯a . (2.53)




By comparing (2.53) with (2.54), the per-phase capacitance Cpos is found to be:
Cpos =
1
2 (Cg + 3C) .
A similar development for the inductances yields:
Lpos = Ls − Lm .
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 1Zpos + jBpos − 1Zpos





where Y is the nodal admittance matrix [GS94] of the two-port of Figure 2.28 and
Zpos = Rpos + jωLpos , (2.56)
Bpos = ωCpos . (2.57)
The PM model (2.55) depends on the fixed (or slowly varying) angular frequency ω through its
parameters Zpos and Bpos given by (2.56) and (2.57) respectively.
To summarize, the PM model (2.55) of a transmission line includes only 4 (real) linear AEs, to be
compared to the 15 equations (9 linear ODEs and 6 linear AEs) of the corresponding EMT model.
2.4.5 Complexity of phasor model of the Nordic test system
For comparison purposes with the EMT model (see Table 2.1), the equation count of the PM
model is presented in Table 2.2. The ratio of the equation count in the EMT model to the
equation count in the PM model is 2287/609 ≈ 3.76. Moreover, since in EMT, the 50Hz (or 60Hz)
waveform is simulated, a maximum time step size of h = 100µs has to be used, while a H = 20ms
is sufficient for the PM solution. The time step size ratio is H/h = 200. The overal speed-up ratio






In reality, however, detailed EMT models are even more time-consuming due to the switching
events, detailed control and protection schemes, etc., a fact which emphasizes even more the
attractiveness of co-simulation.
2.4.6 Phasor-mode solver used
In this work we used the solver named RAMSES (for RApid Multiprocessor Simulation of Electric
power Systems) developed at University of Liège. It is a positive-sequence PM solver. RAMSES
solver is open to extensions needed for the co-simulation.
This solver implements a parallel algorithm for dynamic PM simulation of large-scale electric
power systems based on the Schur complement domain decomposition method [AFV14]. A non-
overlapping, topology-based, decomposition scheme is applied exploiting a star-shaped sub-domain
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eqs per component number number










7 2N 2N 79 158
synchronous machines 6 4 10 23 230
AVR+exciters8 1 - 2 1 - 0 2 23 46
speed governors+turbines 4 2 6 12 72
constant torques 1 1 11 11
power system stabilizers 3 1 4 23 92
Total equations count: 609
Table 2.2: Count of PM equations for the test system.
layout. The decomposition is reflected to a separation of the DAEs describing the system. The non-
linear DAE system describing each sub-domain is solved independently by discretization and using
a Newton method with infrequent matrix update and factorization. The interface variables shared
between sub-domains are updated using a Schur-complement-based method [GTD08, Saa03].
The above algorithm improves the simulation performance in two ways: first, the independent
calculations of the sub-systems (such as formulation of DAE system, discretization, formulation
of linear systems for Newton methods, solution of linear system, check of convergence, etc.) are
parallelized, thus providing computational acceleration. Second, it exploits the locality of the
decomposed sub-systems to avoid many unnecessary computations.
Further details about the solver implementation can be found in [AFV14] and related references.
2.5 Comparison of power system dynamic models
Table 2.3 is a tentative comparison between the main single-model and combined-model approaches
of power system transient simulations including EMT phenomena of interest. Let us note that if
the DP approaches need to be compared to PM-EMT co-simulation, they are not really concurrent
approaches, since some DP techniques can be considered as innovative approaches to EMT simula-
tion. DP may also be combined to PM through coupled PM-DP solutions. To our best knowledge,
this combination has not been considered in the literature yet.Concerning computational speed,
EMT is the slowest technique while the fastest ones are LFE-EMT, PM-EMT9 and, of course,
7N is the number of buses
8One out of the two equations is an ODE. The second equation is an AE or an ODE depending on whether an
integrator in the model is limited or not.
9the computing speed of LFE-EMT and PM-EMT solution may be moderate due to the small time step size
requirement for the EMT sub-system solution, and depending on the size of the EMT sub-system.
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EMT DP LFE/EMT PM/EMT PM
computational -- + +/- +/- ++speed
accuracy10 ++ ++ + ++ --
existing
yes no no no yescommercial
tools
Table 2.3: Comparison of transient models of power systems. (A “+” indicates that the method
of the corresponding column can be characterized by the attribute of the corresponding line. A
“++” expresses the high correspondance between the attribute and the method. A “-” or a “–”
express the opposite. The notation “+/-” indicates a mixed positive and negative correspondance
to the attribute of the corresponding line.)
PM due to its simpler model. On the other hand, PM simulations are not accurate enough if
precision is needed to reproduce EMT phenomena (for instance for some controllers sensitive to
EMT phenomena [BH14]). The required accuracy in this case can be obtained from EMT, DP,
and PM-EMT solutions. LFE-EMT simulations can give the required accuracy for what concerns
the zone of interest. However, as previously said, LFE-EMT simulations gives sufficient preci-
sion in the low frequency range only, provided that the equivalent is updated frequently enough
throughout the simulation. The line entitled “existing commercial tool” concerns the availability
of widespread industrial tools, using the specified modeling approach.





After introducing in Chapter 2 the EMT and PM models, we will discuss in this chapter the
coupling between PM and EMT simulations. In Section 3.1 we will discuss the number of sub-
systems to be envisaged when performing PM-EMT co-simulation. Section 3.2 will then introduce
iterative schemes, including fixed-point algorithms, Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel (GS) variants, and
finally Waveform Relaxation (WR). Boundary conditions will be discussed in Section 3.3, detailing
boundary impedance matrix computation. Section 3.4 will introduce extrapolation techniques.
Finally, Section 3.6 will present the proposed coupling method, whose convergence will be analyzed
in Section 3.7.
3.1 How many coupled sub-systems?
Let us first examine the main configurations of coupled PM and EMT sub-systems. The configu-
rations may be classified in four cases:
Figure 3.1: Case A: one EMT connected to one PM sub-system.
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Figure 3.2: Case B: one EMT connected to several (two) PM sub-systems.
Case A: one EMT sub-system connected to one PM sub-system The simplest configuration
possible is shown in Figure 3.1. It may be characterized by several three-phase boundary buses
between EMT and PM sub-systems, represented here by small lines crossing the boundaries. This
is the configuration chosen in this thesis, as will be seen for example on the test-case of Figure 5.10.
Case B: one EMT sub-system connected to several PM sub-systems The second config-
uration is shown in Figure 3.2. A practical example of application is shown in Figure 3.3, inspired
from [PGV15]. In that example, a Multi-Terminal HVDC (MTDC) grid connects two asynchronous
AC power systems. The MTDC with some neighbouring parts of the AC networks could be sim-
ulated with an EMT software, for accuracy reasons or for simulation of a single-phase fault on
the AC side. The rest of the two AC asynchronous power systems could be simulated with a PM
solver.
Some PM simulators give the ability to simulate in the same PM sub-system several asynchronous
AC areas. It is the case for RAMSES, presented in Section 2.4.6 and used in this thesis. With
such a PM solver, case B reduces to case A, since all the asynchronous PM sub-systems will be
simulated in the same run (see Figure 3.3).
Case C: Several EMT sub-systems connected to one PM sub-system This case may arise
for example when some wind parks are connected to a large synchronous power system. We may
want to simulate the wind parks in EMT and the remaining power system in PM. If it is possible
to simulate all the EMT sub-systems in one EMT simulation run, case C reduces to case A.
Case D: Several EMT sub-systems connected to several PM sub-systems Considering
the ability to simulate in the same run all the PM sub-systems (see explanation in case B), this
last case reduces from an algorithmic point of view to case C, and subsequently to case A (see
explanation in case C).
3.2 Iterative schemes
The main iterations performed in PM-EMT co-simulation are represented in Figure 3.4. The PM
sub-system simulated with a PM solver is considered as a process SPM which, given the input
vector x1 and its internal variables yPM , outputs the vector x2. Similarly, the process SEMT









































































































































Figure 3.3: Example of application of case B, inspired from [PGV15].
represents the EMT simulation of the EMT sub-system. Given the input vector x2 and its internal
variables yEMT , SEMT produces the output vector x1. Vectors x1 and x2 may be combined in a







Throughout this manuscript, the x variables will interchangeably be called interface or boundary
variables. The iterations between the SPM and SEMT processes will interchangeably be called
dynamic iterations [BBGS13, MN87] or co-simulation iterations [THW09] or simply iterations.
The time step size used in SPM , denoted H, will generally be higher than the one used in SEMT ,
denoted h .
At a given time step, the solution of the co-simulation process is attained when x reaches an equi-
librium value, i.e. when x2 = SPM (SEMT (x2)) or equivalently when x1 = SEMT (SPM (x1)).
In a numerical process, this equilibrium will be reached within some specified tolerance. It may be
necessary to perform multiple dynamic iterations to reach the solution with a given tolerance. A
major assumption made in this work is to accept those multiple dynamic iterations if needed for
a given co-simulation time step. Now, in a second phase, the precision obtained when restricting
the number of EMT sub-system simulations to one and only one will be evaluated.
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Figure 3.4: PM-EMT coupled processes.
Figure 3.5: PM-EMT viewed as a fixed-point problem.
Variables x1 in x are input variables for process SPM and output variables for process SEMT .
Similarly, variables x2 in x are input variables for process SEMT and output variables for process
SPM . Both processes SPM and SEMT can be represented as a single process S with internal
variables yPM and yEMT , where the interface variables x have been externalized (see Figure 3.5).
The rest of this section uses this simplified presentation with a single process S.
3.2.1 Fixed-point algorithms and functional iterations






for which our goal is to find the fixed-point x∗ satisfying:
x∗ = S (x∗) .
S () is sometimes called mapping function. Figure 3.6 shows how, for a one-dimensional mapping
function S, the convergence depends on the slope of S (or equivalently on the value of its derivative
S ′ = dSdx ) on a certain interval close to the solution, where the iterates should stay. The starting
value being x0, the functional iteration gives x1 = S (x0) as second iterate. In Figure 3.6a, the
slope of S with respect to x is positive and lower than 1. It is easily checked that the successive
iterates get progressively closer to the fixed point x∗. The iterative process is converging. The case
of a negative slope lower than one in absolute value is represented in Figure 3.6b. Again in this
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(a) Positive slope. (b) Negative slope.
Figure 3.6: Converging functional iterations.
Figure 3.7: Diverging functional iterations.
case, the iterative process will converge towards the fixed-point solution. Figure 3.7 however shows
a case where the iterative process diverges from the fixed-point x∗. We observe that the slope of
S is higher than 1 in that case. This single-dimensional example intends to give an intuitive view
of the contracting or not-contracting characteristic of the mapping function S.
According to Banach’s fixed point principle, the iterative process (3.1) will converge if the operator
S is contracting; i.e. if it satisfies the condition:
‖S (x)− S (y)‖ ≤ q ‖x− y‖ , (3.2)
where 0 < q < 1. The smaller the contraction constant q, the faster the convergence of the
iterative process (3.1). On the examples shown in Figure 3.6, we observe that the smallest the
absolute value of the slope of S, the fastest the convergence (or equivalently the slowest the
divergence) of the iterative process.
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Damping factor α It is generally necessary to introduce a relaxation or damping factor α into
(3.1) to achieve convergence (see e.g. [IC96]). Equation (3.1) is then rewritten as follows:
x˜k+1 = αxk+1 + (1− α) xk , (3.3)
which means that, instead of taking a full step from xk to xk+1 at the (k + 1)th iteration, according
to (3.1), we take a fraction α of this step, reaching x˜k+1 rather than xk+1. The case where α < 1
is called under-relaxation; the case α > 1 is called over-relaxation. The goal of this relaxation
parameter is to create a mapping function S˜, characterized by the same fixed point x∗ while being
more contractive than S. Equation (3.3) is useful for stabilization and/or acceleration of the fixed
point iterations. Parameter α is said to be optimal when it is adjusted to get the smallest possible
contraction coefficient q in (3.2). Ideally, the damping should be consistently optimal, i.e. the
damping coefficients should be optimal at every iteration.
A PM-EMT approach making use of adaptive damping factors was proposed in [KK00]. The latter
approach assume the coupling to be diagonally dominant at the boundary buses, which is generally
not the case. Due to this rectriction, this approach may not be general enough to be applied to
any test-case.
3.2.2 Interface Jacobian: tangent or Newton’s method
In Figure 3.5, the iterative process S expressed in (3.1) was solved by functional iterations. Let
us rewrite the fixed-point equation (3.1) in the following form, dropping the iteration index k and
putting all terms in the right hand side of the equality sign:
0 = x− S (x) ,
= I (x) , (3.4)
where we defined I () as the interface constraint operator :
I (x) , x− S (x) .






dx is the interface Jacobian matrix, i.e. the matrix of partial derivatives of S with respect
to each component of the interface vector x. Applying Newton’s method [AP98] to solve the









where the Jacobian matrix dI
dx is evaluated at x
k and where ∆ is used to update the boundary
variables:
∆ = xk−1 − xk .
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The next Newton iterate is obtained by
xk+1 = xk + ∆ .
The advantage of this method is the fast convergence obtained by Newton’s method. The draw-
back of the latter method is the need to evaluate the Jacobian matrix dS
dx at x
k. If the size of
the interface vector x is m and if the Jacobian cannot be derived analytically, the evaluation of

















where  is small compared to the ith component of vector xk and ei is a vector containing zeros
at all places and a one at position i. We perturb by i the i-th component only (i = 1, . . . , m)
of vector xk. The i-th column of the Jacobian matrix dS











Let us note that we described here Newton’s method to accelerate fixed-point iterations when
considering one system S only. It is possible to apply Newton to more than one systems, e.g.
the S1 and S2 sub-systems in Figure 3.9, as proposed in [SBE+14]. Again the drawback of the
method is the additional computational cost required for the interface Jacobian computation.
Other methods were proposed, elaborating on the original paper of Chan [Cha84], out of which we
point out the review paper [YLD09]. All these methods give a dramatically improved convergence
compared to block Gauss-Seidel methods, but to the cost of extra sub-systems’ evaluations.
3.2.3 Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel schemes
In this work, we are interested to PM-EMT co-simulation schemes where the PM sub-system and
the EMT sub-system may be evaluated several times per time step. The Jacobi and the Gauss-
Seidel schemes are classical schemes to iteratively solve partitioned problems. In what follows, the
main time step size used by the PM solver will be denoted by H while the main time step size for
the EMT solver will be written h.
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Figure 3.8: Coupled sub-systems, solved in parallel.
3.2.3.1 Jacobi variant
Two coupled systems, represented by their mapping functions S1 and S2 can be solved in parallel,
as sketched in Figure 3.8. Each sub-system has internal variables, y1 and y2 respectively, in
addition to common boundary1 variables x. In this scheme, the boundary vector xk is splitted
into xk1 and xk2 . The vector xk1 is input to sub-system S1 which outputs xk+12 . Similarly, the











In this scheme, called Jacobi2, each sub-system is solved with an input from iteration k. The
advantage of this scheme is that systems S1 and S2 can be solved in parallel, which may be
beneficial if they are of similar sizes. As shown by the dashed rectangle in Figure 3.8, the Jacobi
iterative scheme can be viewed as a fixed-point iterative scheme with a mapping function S such
as the one of (3.1).
3.2.3.2 Gauss-Seidel variant
Principle Rather than solving S1 and S2 in parallel, we may solve them in sequence, as sketched
in Figure 3.9. This is called a Gauss-Seidel (GS) scheme3. After performing one full GS step, the












1Some authors (e.g. [SBE+14, EOBE14]) classify the boundary variables as input or output ones. Input
variables exist when a control device imposes a certain value to one of the sub-systems. In this thesis, variables are
not considered to be inputs or outputs, but boundary variables only. Indeed the control sub-systems are not isolated
in the splitting considered.
2to refer to the German mathematician Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, 1804-1851. One of his most important
contribution is the so-called Jacobian matrix.
3from Carl Friedrich Gauss, 1777-1855, and Philipp Ludwig von Seidel, 1821-1896, German mathematicians.
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Figure 3.9: Coupled sub-systems, solved sequentially.
where the k + 12 index indicates that half of the Gauss-Seidel iteration has been performed, as
shown in Figure 3.9. By comparison to the scheme presented in Figure 3.8, sub-system S2 is solved
here with updated input values. The convergence of this scheme is expected to be better than the
Jacobi one. The series combination of the two sub-systems S1 and S2 gives mapping function S
and (3.6) reduces to the fixed point equation (3.1).
Sequence of computation The sequence of computation of the sub-systems may influence
the rate of convergence. Furthermore, [BBGS13] showed that in some cases, the order in which
















share the same fixed point solution x∗ given by:
x∗ = S2 (S1 (x∗)) = S1 (S2 (x∗)) ,
the numerical process of fixed point iterations may not converge as fast in (3.8) as in (3.7). The
choice of the sequence of computations may even lead to divergence in one case and convergence
in the other [AG01, MNS06, JDP09, BBGS13].
In this thesis, for practical purpose, since the PM solver used is much faster than the EMT one,
it was chosen to solve the PM sub-system first for every time step. The EMT sub-system is
solved next. The sub-systems are solved successively until a convergence criterion is met. Since
in practice, the convergence showed to be very good, another sequence of computation has not
been investigated.
In cases where PM-EMT co-simulation is to be used for Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) testing, the
number of evaluations of the EMT sub-system will be limited to one, since in that case the EMT
sub-system is no longer represented by a piece of code, but by some hardware. There exists
three “protocols” for the computation sequence of the sub-systems, represented in Figure 3.10.
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In Figure 3.10a, information from the last accepted time step H is first passed to the EMT solver
(step 1), the EMT sub-system is then solved (step 2) and gives updated information to the PM
solver (step 3). The PM sub-system is finally solved (step 4) before proceeding to the next time
step (steps 5 and following). Figure 3.10b shows a similar procedure, but the order of execution
of the solvers is interchanged. Protocols (a) and (b) are described for instance in references
[vdMGvdM+14, JMDS+09]. The third procedure (c) is without a doubt the most interesting,
since it allows a second evaluation of the PM sub-system and brings the accuracy to a maximum
for such a non-iterative procedure [PAGV15]. In protocol (c), after solving the PM sub-system
a first time, the EMT sub-system is solved and then, the PM sub-system is solved again before
proceeding to the next time step.
3.2.4 Waveform relaxation
The waveform relaxation4 method was proposed for time-domain simulations in 1982 in the context
of integrated-circuits simulation [LRSV82]. Waveform relaxation methods are iterative methods
to solve time dependent problems. They start with an initial guess of the solution over the entire
time interval of interest, and produce iteratively better and better approximation of the solution
over the entire time interval at once. A schematic representation of a Gauss-Seidel waveform
relaxation process over two non-overlapping sub-systems A and B of the system under study is
given in Figure 3.11a. At iteration k+ 12 , sub-system A is solved over the time-window [t0, t0 + T ].
The updated time evolution of its boundary vector is given by xk+ 12 (t), where the index k + 12
indicates that half of the iteration was performed (in the Gauss-Seidel sense). Taking into account
the updated boundary vector evolution, sub-system B can now be solved. It produces the updated
values of the boundary variables over the considered time-window: xk+1(t), t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ].
The convergence of WR methods for Initial Value Problems was studied in [MN87]. The study
of WR convergence for DAEs was initiated in [Mie89] and extended in [AG01] with the use of a
preconditioner. The idea described in [AG01] consists in applying relaxation to the system of non-
linear DAEs describing the circuit under study. The system is splitted into decoupled sub-systems
of DAEs corresponding to the decoupled dynamical subcircuits. For convergence of the waveform
relaxation process to be possible, each sub-system S1 and S2 must be solved with an accuracy at
least equal to the accuracy required by the dynamic iterations of (3.1) (see Figure 3.12a):
tolA ≤ toldyn iter ,
tolB ≤ toldyn iter .
In general, if the equations are normalized, we may set:
tolA = tolB .
Waveform relaxation was proposed for power system PM simulation [CI90] but it has not been
4Let us remark that we are talking here about iterative methods of relaxation, which should not be confused
with the concept of relaxation in mathematical optimization, which approximate a difficult problem by a simpler one
whose solution provides information about the solution of the original problem.
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Figure 3.10: Three protocols of computation involving a single evaluation of the EMT sub-system.
(a) EMT sub-system is computed first (b) PM sub-system is computed first and only once (c) PM
sub-system is computed first, but is solved once more after having solved the EMT sub-system.
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(a) Waveform relaxation principle. (b) Slow boundary variable.
Figure 3.11: Subdivision into sub-systems A and B.
(a) Required accuracy. (b) Multirate process.
Figure 3.12: Accuracy and multirate characteristics of WR.
much used, due to probably weak convergence properties. Reference [JMD09] also proposed a
possible use of waveform relaxation in the context of power system simulations for real-time studies.
Waveform relaxation may in some cases be also a multirate process, as illustrated by Figure 3.12b.
A multirate ratio can be defined as the ratio between the main time step size used in solver A and
the main time step size used in solver B, i.e multirate ratio = H
h
. The latter ratio characterizes
the gain obtained in using a multirate technique to solve a given problem.
The case of PM-EMT co-simulation, which is the focus of this research, is a particular case of WR
due to the multiple time steps h performed in the EMT simulation, while a simple time step H
is performed on PM solver side, as shown in Figure 3.13. This is beneficial for the convergence.
Indeed, in WR methods, it has been shown that for ODEs, the smaller the length T of the time
window, the faster the convergence [MN96], and the convergence rate of dynamic iteration is not
affected whether we deal with a DAE system or an equivalent ODE system5 [Mie89].
3.3 Boundary conditions
3.3.1 Which model for the other sub-system?
The communication of the updated boundary vector provides a degree of freedom on the way
the sub-systems are modeled. This degree of freedom is often called Boundary Conditions (BC)
5The technique to reduce a DAE system into an ODE system is described in [GP84].
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Figure 3.13: PM-EMT co-simulation as a particular case of WR.
Figure 3.14: Model of one sub-system when dealing with the other.
[SBG04]. Figure 3.14 represents the two degrees of freedom coming from the necessity to use
some model for each sub-system when communicating its updated information to the other. The
choice and the computation of a dynamically updated equivalent can be viewed as preconditioning
the problem. The better the quality of the equivalents, the larger the time step H can be chosen
without meeting convergence problems [SDGB10].
Figure 3.15 shows a graphical representation of different kinds of boundary conditions in the





are the boundary voltage and current respectively, at iteration k of the
present time step computation. Four possible models of a given sub-system are shown:
• a current source Jk, equal to the last computed iterate of the boundary current Ik,
• a voltage source Ek, equal to the last computed iterate of the boundary voltage V k,




• a Thévenin (or a Norton) equivalent, for which the Thévenin impedance Zˆth must be pre-
computed, in order to dynamically update the Thévenin voltage source (or equivalently the
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Figure 3.15: Four types of boundary conditions.
Norton current source)6.
Table 3.1 summarizes how to compute the equivalent model involved in the various kinds of
boundary conditions.
Figure 3.15 clearly shows that voltage or current source boundary conditions contain less infor-
mation, since they take into account only a part of the boundary information. Only the boundary
currents or the boundary voltages are considered. Their advantage is that they are very simple to
evaluate and to implement. In the waveform relaxation literature, this kind of boundary condi-
tions are referred to either zero-order boundary conditions [PGV14, LL11, LCL09] because, at the
boundary between both sub-systems, the current (resp. voltage) source is constant when perform-
ing the PM (resp. the EMT) simulation. It does not depend on the voltage (resp. current) being
computed by the PM (resp. EMT) simulation, and will be updated only at the next iteration of
the relaxation process. This kind of boundary conditions are also referred to constant boundary
conditions [AK02] or source coupling [BBS13].
Impedance boundary conditions are easy to compute and implement in a single interface bus case.
However, their use in the presence of n interface buses is difficult. Indeed, let us assume that the
6The dynamic update of the Thévenin and Norton equivalents will be discussed in Section 3.6 (see Figure 3.23).
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How to compute BCs
Chosen Needed for boundary vectors
model parameter V and I
-
my goal this is put thii
J = Iput this is my goal
thisput this is my goal
thisput this is my goal this
-
my goal this is put
siE = Vput this is my goal
this
-
put this is my goal








IN = I + YNVput this is
my goal thi
Table 3.1: Zero-order and first-order boundary conditions.















where i = 1, . . . , n refers to the interface bus of concern. While very simple, these boundary
conditions do not take into account the coupling between the various boundary buses. This will
generally lead to a degraded convergence.
Finally Thévenin (or equivalently Norton) boundary conditions are easy to compute. However, they
require the reduced impedance matrix to be determined beforehand for all the topologies appearing
during the simution. This operation is presented in Section 3.3.3. These conditions are more
sophisticated than the zero-order ones since they attempt to match the voltages and the currents
at the interface between the PM and EMT sub-systems already during the iteration [AK02]. In
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other words, instead of exchanging updated values of voltages or currents at the interface, updated
relations (e.g. first-order) between boundary voltages and currents are exchanged.
Figure 3.16 summarizes the combinations of representations documented in the literature of PM-
EMT hybrid simulations while Table 3.2 summarizes the type of boundary conditions used and the
related publications (including our contributions). Some references were not included when we
were not sure about the boundary conditions used.
In [PGV13, HCSC14], it was chosen to use an ideal current source to represent the EMT sub-
system in the PM simulation, and an ideal voltage source to represent the PM sub-system in
the EMT simulation, as shown in Figure 3.16a. While this configuration offers the advantage of
simplicity, it requires to have, at the boundary, three-phase voltages and currents with negligible
imbalance and distortion since this is the usual assumption taken in PM simulation. In turn, this
requires to place the boundary far enough from the location of the disturbance, i.e. to have a large
enough EMT sub-system. With the increasing computational power available nowadays, it should
generally not be a problem to increase the size of the EMT sub-system until fundamental-frequency
positive-sequence currents are observed at the boundary with the PM sub-system.
The approach shown in Figure 3.16b. still relies on a current source to represent the EMT
sub-system, but uses a Frequency Dependent Network Equivalent (FDNE) which consists of an
admittance in parallel with an ideal current source to represent the PM sub-system. This more
accurate representation, valid over a wide frequency range, allows putting the boundary closer to
the disturbance location without degrading accuracy.
The third approach, represented in Figure 3.16c, was used to include an EMT-model of a Static
Var Compensator (SVC) in PM simulation. This is probably the reason why the authors of the
related papers [CS+02, FLCW06, ZDKS09] represented by an dynamically updated impedance the
EMT-modeled device in the PM solver.
The fourth representation, considered in [And95, TYZZ05, PAGV14, XyHTPH14, vdMGvdM+14,
PAGV15], resorts to Norton or Thévenin equivalents for both sides, as shown in Figure 3.16d.
Note that choosing between a Norton or a Thévenin representation is free; the shown combination
is convenient for incorporation in the usual PM and EMT models. Ideally, the Thévenin matrix
Zth and the Norton matrix Yn should be full matrices, to take into account the coupling between
different boundary buses. It is also possible to use diagonal matrices, but the convergence (or
equivalently the accuracy) is degraded.
3.3.2 Overlapping sub-systems
The splitting of a power system into two sub-systems can be made with adjacent or overlapping
systems. An example of overlapping sub-systems in PM-EMT simulations is shown on Figure 3.17.
7EMT modeled in PM by updated constant P and Q injections are considered here too.
8These references concerned a SVC, which helps understanding why the authors decided to use an impedance
model to represent the SVC in the PM solver.
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Figure 3.16: Proposed boundary conditions in PM-EMT literature.
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Dynamically updated equivalent
of PM in EMT of EMT in PM References
-
this this text is t [PGV13, HCSC14]this text is
to center this text is to centerthis text is to center
-
-
[SRA98, SSCZ03, SCS05, HKLS05, LGY09,
zLxHT+11, vHGK11, AF12, AF13, ZGW+13,
AF14, Lou14, ZFA14, HV15]7
this writing is to
center[CS+02, FLCW06, ZDKS09]8this
writing is to try to go to newline
[ZFLZ14]
-
th[And95, TYZZ05, PAGV14, XyHTPH14,
vdMGvdM+14, PAGV15]this text is to help
centering only, all right?
Table 3.2: Boundary conditions used in PM-EMT literature.
























































Figure 3.17: Overlapping sub-systems.
Figures 3.18a and 3.18b show a possible implementation of overlapping PM-EMT simulation, with
zero-order boundary conditions. A better implementation would require to use coupled Thévenin
equivalent instead of voltage sources. A reference introducing overlapping PM-EMT simulation
can be found in [IFHI03]. Overlapping PM and EMT sub-systems were not tested in this work.
However, the non-overlapping PM-EMT simulations yielded so good results in terms of convergence
speed (and solution) that overlapping PM-EMT simulations may be of reduced interest. However,
overlapping PM-EMT simulations could be studied as a textbook case and compared to non-
overlapping simulations.
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Figure 3.18: Overlapping PM-EMT co-simulation.
3.3.3 Boundary impedance matrix computation
First-order boundary conditions require to have an estimate of the boundary impedance matrix
Zbb (or equivalently, the boundary admittance matrix Ybb) seen from the n boundary buses of the
PM and EMT sub-systems (see Figure 3.19). The matrix will vary depending on the topology of
the replaced sub-system. Considering for instance a fault that takes place in the sub-system, there




For a given topology, to derive the boundary admittance matrix Ybb, we start from the nodal
admittance matrix (or simply, admittance matrix) Y of the sub-system. The concept of nodal
admittance matrix was introduced in Section 2.4.4 dedicated to the derivation of the PM model
of an overhead line. The admittance matrix, given by (2.55), relates node voltages to currents
injected into the same nodes. For a general N -bus network, the voltage-current relation is:
I = Y V ,
where V and I are vectors containing bus voltages and injected currents respectively.
The computation of matrix Y for a given network is summarized in Appendix C, detailing the
contribution of every network component. In this work, for simplicity and without lack of generality,
all loads have been considered to be constant admittances. The sub-synchronous reactance of the
synchronous machines has been considered in their contribution to the nodal admittance matrix.
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Figure 3.19: Boundary impedance matrix seen from n chosen buses of an N -bus network.
The detailed contribution of loads and synchronous machines to the nodal admittance matrix is
given in Section C.3.1.
To derive the reduced admittance matrix Ybb seen from the boundary buses of a network from
the admittance matrix of the whole network, the following scheme can be used:
1. Build the nodal admittance matrix of the concerned sub-system (i.e. PM or EMT).
2. Reduce that matrix to its boundary buses through a Schur reduction [Hay68]:
Given “bbindices”, the indices of the boundary buses in the nodal admittance matrix and
“all_but_bbindices”, the remaining indices, the following sub-matrices are extracted:
Y11 = Y (bbindices, bbindices) ,
Y12 = Y (bbindices, all_but_bbindices) ,
Y21 = Y (all_but_bbindices, bbindices) ,
Y22 = Y (all_but_bbindices, all_but_bbindices) .
The reduced nodal admittance matrix Ybb is given by:
Ybb = Y11 −Y12Y−122 Y21 ,
where Y−122 is the inverse of matrix Y22.
3. If needed, compute the boundary impedance matrix Zbb:
Zbb = Y−1bb . (3.9)
Zbb generally is complex, with a real part of the form (2.33) and an imaginary part of the
form (2.34).
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The boundary admittance matrix Ybb relates input bus voltages and currents:
Ibb = YbbVbb , (3.10)
where Vbb (resp. Ibb) is the vector of boundary bus voltages (resp. currents). Similarly for the
boundary impedance matrix:
Vbb = ZbbIbb .
“On-the-fly” computation of the Thévenin equivalent parameters is also possible and may be
needed in some real-time applications [SJ13]. Thévenin equivalent re-computation was not im-
plemented in this work since the convergence obtained with the oﬄine pre-computation of the
Thévenin equivalent parameters was satisfactory in terms of number of iterations. In practice, un-
foreseen changes in the Thévenin equivalent may arise from automatic devices (such as protections
tripping devices, load tap changers, etc.) or loads.
3.4 Extrapolation techniques
3.4.1 Extrapolation in time
To speed up the convergence of the relaxation process, when starting the computations of a new
time step t + H, the interface variables can be initialized to predicted values obtained from the
previous time steps. For instance, with a first-order (linear) prediction, the predicted value of
variables x is given by:
x˜(t+H) = x(t) + x(t)− x(t−H)
H
H
= 2x(t)− x(t−H) , (3.11)
where the slope at time t has been approximated by finite differences (see Figure 3.20). A second-
order prediction can also be used, which relies on three points in the past. Just after a large
disturbance, such as fault inception and clearing, a zero-order prediction is used for a sufficient
number of steps (3 to 5) before resorting to a higher-order prediction.
3.4.2 Extrapolation through iterations
Aitken accelerator [IT69] or similar methods (e.g. [JS68]) may be used to further improve the
convergence of the co-simulation scheme. The principle of the Aitken accelerator is shown in
Figure 3.21 for a single variable case. The principle is similar to extrapolation in time represented
in Figure 3.20, but applied to the successive dynamic iterations instead of to the successive time
steps. Let us consider the convergent sequence (xk)k∈N defined by
xk+1 = f (xk) ,
converging to the solution x∗ such that:
f (x∗) = x∗ .
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Figure 3.20: Prediction of the interface variables at the next time step.
Figure 3.21: Aitken accelerator principle.
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Given an initial point x0, we can construct the sequence (xk)k∈N graphically, as already explained
in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.21 shows the principle of Aitken acceleration: knowing two successive
iterates x0 and x1, and assuming f is linear in the vicinity of its solution, one can compute at
a negligible cost an approximation x¯ of the solution, which is closer to the latter than the most
recent iterate x1:
x¯ = f (x0) + (x¯− x0) f (x1)− f (x0)
x1 − x0 .
Function f is applied to approximation x¯ rather than to the last iterate x1, giving:
x2 = f (x¯) ,
which should be closer to the solution x∗ than f (x1).
Aitken and similar acceleration methods are interesting when at least 3 to 5 iterations are needed
to satisfy the convergence tolerance, which is not the case in our co-simulation scheme. For
this reason, we did not include Aitken or similar acceleration schemes in the final co-simulation
algorithm. Moreover, most such acceleration methods work for scalar variables, or multiple but
decoupled variables, i.e. with at least a diagonally dominant matrix Zbb, which would neglect the
coupling between boundary buses, which reduces their interest.
Implementation schemes for acceleration methods are provided in Figures B.6 and B.7.
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3.5 Summary of presented coupling techniques
Table 3.3 summarizes the various techniques presented in Sections 3.2-3.4. The coupling tech-
niques are classified according to the chosen characteristics for the iterative schemes, the chosen
boundary conditions and the extrapolation techniques.
Iterative schemes: A damping factor α = 1 (or no damping factor, to express it differently)
is chosen for PM-EMT co-simulation iterations (see Section 3.2.1). The relevance of this choice,
leading to a reduced number of co-simulation iterations (confirmed by the tests further presented
in Section 3.7.2.7). For what concerns the choice between parallel Jacobi and sequential Gauss-
Seidel evaluation schemes, our preference went to the second to take advantage of its faster
convergence (Section 3.2.3). Another reason in favour of this choice comes from the different
simulation times for the PM and EMT sub-systems, as discussed in Section 2.4.5. Therefore, a
parallel co-simulation scheme, such as the Jacobi one, is of lower interest. The choice of solving
the PM sub-system first is related to the particular case of a single EMT sub-system evaluation
(as detailed in Section 3.2.3.2). The size of the relaxation time window in our application is equal
to the PM time step size H, which is typically in the order of a period at fundamental frequency.
This leads to the multirate ratio (Section 3.2.4) typically equal to 200.
Boundary conditions: First-order conditions are chosen on both sides of the PM-EMT bound-
ary to improve convergence speed to the utmost. Overlapping PM and EMT sub-systems (see
Section 3.3.2) were not tested in this work. Overlapping sub-systems may bring more difficulty for
automatic boundary selection, and are here of reduced interest since non-overlapping sub-systems
were found to provide a very good convergence. Note that in column “Number of dyn. iter”, the
word "reference" means that the line of concern is the reference for the comparison of the average
number of dynamic iterations per time step.
Extrapolation: A second-order extrapolation of the PM-EMT co-simulation iterations is used
when starting a new time-step to further reduce the number of co-simulation iterations needed
per time step. The observed number of co-simulation iterations per time step is too small to gain
any benefit from extrapolating the co-simulation iterations of a particular time step. Aitken (see
Section 3.4.2) or interface Jacobian schemes (see Section 3.2.2) are thus not used.
Table 3.4 summarizes the main possible co-simulation implementation choices and proposes a
comparison between them. In order to give the greatest flexibility and generality to the proposed
co-simulation procedure, it was chosen to communicate updated information to the PM solver
outside its internal Newton iterative process, rather than to update the EMT model inside the
Newton iterations of the PM solver. Communication between both solvers is implemented through
network sockets, since this technique was available between the FORTRAN 2003 code of the PM
solver and the MATLAB code of the EMT solver. The coupling code is implemented in MATLAB,
for simplicity (the EMT solver being also written in this language).
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Number Additional cost Our
Iterative schemes of dyn. iter (in dyn iter.) choice
1. Damping factor - parameter α not reduced negligible α = 1
2. Gauss-Seidel - Gauss-Seidel PM first reduced negligible Xor EMT first reduced negligible
Jacobi - Jacobi not reduced negligible
3. Wavef. Relax. Particular case: Time window size = PM time step size H
4. Multirate ratio typically 20ms/100µs = 200
Boundary Conditions
1. First order
- on EMT-side reduced negligible
- on PM-side reduced negligible
- on both EMT and PM sides much reduced negligible X
2. Overlap - without overlap reference negligible X- with overlap not tested negligible
Extrapolation
1. In time
- zero-order reference negligible
- first-order reduced negligible
- second-order reduced negligible X
2. In dyn. iter.
- zero-order reference negligible X
- Aitken reduced from negligible3rd or 4th it.
- Boundary Jacobian much reduced significant
Table 3.3: Summary of relaxation techniques.
Our
Point of coupling Advantages Drawbacks choice
- inside Newton iterations - -
- outside Newton iterations - - X
Communication through...
- shared memory fast more complicate
- network sockets network-enabled slower X
- file easiest slowest
Programming language
- MATLAB easier to implement slower to execute X
- python easier to implement slowerto execute
- C faster to execute slower to implement
- FORTRAN 2003 fasterto execute slower to implement
Table 3.4: Summary of co-simulation implementation choices.




















Figure 3.22: Overview of relaxation process.
3.6 Relaxation algorithm
Coupled PM-EMT simulations are not multi-physics simulations (as is the case for fluid-structure
or circuit-field simulations [SDGB10]) but rather multi-models coupling of the same phenomena.
It could be said that EMT simulations are time-domain while PM simulations are (a particular kind
of) frequency-domain simulations. Coupling PM with EMT simulations requires some care because
at the boundary between the two (or more) sub-systems, both sides need to receive an information
compatible with their modeling assumptions. This requires performing time interpolation and
phasor extraction, as sketched in Figure 3.22. In this section, a perfect conversion from PM to
EMT models, and conversely, is assumed. Conversion techniques between PM and EMT models
will be treated in Chapter 4.
The overall relaxation process is shown in Figure 3.23, together with the dynamically updated
equivalents. In this figure, equation (2.32) of the multiport Thévenin equivalent has been recalled.
Note, however, that the Thevenin equivalent is not static but refreshed at every iteration of every
time step as explained next.
Assuming that the PM simulation is performed first (relying on the last updated equivalent of the
EMT sub-system), the intermediate values of the boundary bus voltages and currents V k+ 12 and
Ik+
1
2 are passed to the EMT simulation.
First, they are used to compute the vector of Thévenin voltage phasors:
E¯pm = V¯ k+
1
2 −ZpmI¯k+ 12 , (3.12)
with:
Zpm = Rpm + jωsLpm , (3.13)
where Zpm is an estimate of the Thévenin impedance matrix of the PM sub-system, as seen from
its boundary buses, and Rpm (resp. Lpm) is the corresponding resistance (resp. inductance)
matrix, computed prior to the simulation, and ωs is the synchronous frequency of the system.
Next, the components of E¯pm are interpolated (this step will be detailed in Section 4.1.1) to
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Figure 3.23: Co-simulation algorithm.
obtain the voltage vector e at each discrete time t + mh (m = 0, . . . , ρ), where for simplicity
of presentation, H has been assumed to be a multiple of h, i.e. H = ρh where ρ is an integer.
Finally, the Thévenin equivalent is replaced by the differential equations of the corresponding RL
circuit:




where v, e and i are vectors of dimension 3n relative to the three phases of the n boundary buses,
and Rabcpm (resp. Labcpm) is the 3n × 3n three-phase resistance (resp. inductance) matrix derived
from Zpm (and, hence, accounting for the coupling between boundary buses).
After the EMT simulation is completed and the phasors extracted (this step will be detailed in
Section 4.2), the updated boundary values V k+1 and Ik+1 are available, which are in turn involved
in the updated Norton equivalent used by the PM simulation. That equivalent is represented with
standard models of current injectors, impedance loads, and branches with pi-equivalents.
Figure 3.24 shows the overall flowchart of the proposed method. A detailed version is provided in
Appendix B.
3.7 Convergence study
In this section, we will principally focus on assessing the convergence of PM-EMT co-simulation
for various boundary conditions (see Section 3.3). After presenting the test-case used, we will
introduce the key notion of iteration factor w that will help us to characterize the convergence of


























Figure 3.24: Proposed relaxation.
the co-simulation process. We will also show the effect of the damping parameter α, explained in
Section 3.2.1, on the number of co-simulation iterations. In Section 3.7.3, we will show that the
use of specific boundary conditions does not modify the solution of the iterative process.
3.7.1 Simplified test-case
To illustrate the convergence properties discussed in this section, a simple example will be used
throughout the various cases. The one-line diagram of the simple system considered is shown
in Figure 3.25. The PM sub-system only consists of a voltage source E¯pm in series with an
impedance Zpm = j0.01 pu (on 100-MVA base). Bus 1 is the boundary. The EMT sub-system
includes a 1, 200-MVA round-rotor synchronous machine modeled with four rotor windings and a
simple excitation and voltage regulation system. This sub-system has a three-phase, full-transients
model of the EMTP type, involving 56 differential and 63 algebraic states.
A three-phase fault takes place on line 2-4. It is eliminated by opening the breakers at both ends
of the line.
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Figure 3.25: System used to test the convergence of the relaxation process.
This simple test system is used to illustrate the derivations of Section 3.7.2, in particular under
large disturbances and nonlinear effects, not considered in the theoretical derivations of Section
3.7.2. The focus here is on the convergence of various PM-EMT coupling schemes. Of course, it
does not allow assessing the computational efficiency of the proposed hybrid simulation versus a
full EMT simulation.
3.7.2 Theoretical study of convergence properties
3.7.2.1 Iteration factor
In general, the PM-EMT co-simulation is an iterative way for solving, for the boundary variables,
the system composed of both the PM and the EMT sub-systems. In particular, assuming a single
interface bus for simplicity, the iterative process can be written:
xk+1 = wxk + c k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3.15)
where all numbers are complex and c is a constant independent of xk and xk+1. w is called the
iteration factor.
Of course, w is not chosen directly, but through the choice of the boundary conditions that will
impact the convergence of the iterative process. The lower the norm of w, denoted ||w||, the lower
the number of iterations for the sequence (xk) to reach convergence, detected for instance from
the norm ||xk+1 − xk|| being smaller than some tolerance. If ||w|| is much smaller than one, the
convergence will take place rapidly, while if ||w|| is larger than one, the sequence will not converge
[WSV87].
In what follows, various equivalents used in the PM-EMT relaxation process will be brought into
the form (3.15).
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PM EMTbb
bb
Figure 3.26: Zero-order boundary conditions (“bb” denotes the boundary bus, common to both
PM and EMT sub-systems).
3.7.2.2 PM sub-system equivalenced by voltage source and EMT by current source
The simplest equivalent, used in particular in [PGV13], to model one sub-system when simulating
the other is through voltage and current sources as shown in Figure 3.26. Note that the phasor
representation is used to comply with the phasor model, but the equivalents are converted into
time-varying sources and differential equations in the EMT simulation, as detailed in Section 3.6.
Let us consider the iterations performed when passing from time t to time t + H, i.e. over one
step of the PM simulation.
At a given iteration, the PM simulation (assumed to be carried out first) determines the evolution
of the PM sub-system over a single step H, with the EMT sub-system replaced by a current source.
The value I¯k of the boundary current has been extracted from the EMT simulation performed at
the previous iteration. This PM simulation yields the new estimate V¯ k+ 12 of the boundary bus
voltage, where the upperscript k + 12 indicates that half of the iteration has been performed.
Next, using this voltage, the EMT simulation is carried out to obtain the EMT sub-system evolution
from t to t+H, using time steps h, and interpolating the evolution of the boundary bus voltage.
This simulation yields the updated current I¯k+1.
Convergence is checked by comparing ||V¯ k+1 − V¯ k|| and ||I¯k+1 − I¯k|| to some tolerances. If the
latter are satisfied, the simulation proceeds with the next time interval [t+H t+ 2H]. Otherwise,
an additional relaxation iteration is performed.
In order to assess the speed of convergence, an approximation of the PM and EMT sub-systems
must be assumed. Let us suppose that, in the vicinity of the solution point, they can be linearized




2 = E¯pm + zpmI¯k , (3.16)
I¯k+1 = I¯emt − yemtV¯ k+ 12 . (3.17)
Introducing (3.16) into (3.17) yields the recursive relation:
I¯k+1 = −zpmyemt I¯k + (I¯emt − yemtE¯pm) , (3.18)
from which the iteration factor is easily identified as:
w1 = −zpmyemt . (3.19)
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PM EMT
Figure 3.27: Configuration of Fig. 3.26 with the PM and EMT sub-systems replaced by Thévenin
and Norton equivalents.
Thus, for fast convergence, ||w1|| should be small. This is the case, for instance, if zpm tends to
zero, i.e. if the PM sub-system behaves as a pure voltage source. In this case, its representation
by the V¯ k+ 12 voltage comes closer to its real behavior, and convergence will be fast. However, in
all other cases (for instance if the PM sub-system behaves more like a current source) convergence
is expected to be slow, or even divergence may take place. Similar considerations hold true for the
EMT sub-system behaving as a current source.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.28, obtained with the simple system introduced in Section 3.7.1.
The PM (resp. EMT) simulation uses a current (resp. voltage) source as shown in Figure 3.26.
The plot shows the successive values of the complex current (in Cartesian coordinates) during the
relaxation process over the time step H that follows the fault inception. It is easily seen that
oscillations around the solution take place during the iterations. It takes as many as 64 iterations
to converge, which clearly shows that zero-order boundary conditions do not yield satisfactory
convergence of hybrid PM-EMT simulations. The value of the current to which the process
converges is I¯ = 19.6124 + j7.3114 pu.
For the system of concern, replacing the generator (see bus 6 in Figure 3.25) by a constant e.m.f.
behind subtransient reactance, the value of yemt computed from the reduced nodal admittance
matrix is y?emt = 10.4083− j88.8711 pu. This leads to w1 = −0.8887 + j0.1041. The magnitude
||w1|| = 0.8948, being close to unity, explains the slow convergence. Also, w1 is close to a real
negative number, which explains the oscillatory behavior of the successive iterates around the
solution.
3.7.2.3 PM sub-system equivalenced by Thévenin and EMT by Norton
First-order boundary conditions, involving a linear relation between voltage and current are now
considered. They consist of Thévenin and Norton equivalents as shown in Figure 3.29. An early
version of this configuration was proposed in [And95] and it has also been used in [PAGV14]. Note
that Norton or Thévenin equivalents can be used interchangeably.
The PM simulation is performed with the EMT sub-system replaced by a Norton equivalent,
involving an admittance yˆemt and the Norton current I¯k+yˆemtV¯ k updated with the latest available
boundary voltage and current. In case a fault is simulated in the EMT sub-system, yˆemt can be




















Figure 3.28: Example of iterations performed with the equivalents of Fig. 3.26. The first six
iterations are identified with numbers.
Figure 3.29: First-order boundary conditions.
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computed beforehand for the pre-fault, during-fault and post-fault situations. Alternatively, it
could be estimated numerically, from the previous values of the boundary voltage and current.
Similarly, the EMT simulation is performed with the PM sub-system replaced by a Thévenin
equivalent, involving an impedance zˆpm (also determined beforehand or numerically), and the
Thévenin voltage V¯ k+ 12 − zˆpmI¯k+ 12 also updated with the latest available boundary voltage and
current.
The following relations are easily derived from Figure 3.29:
I¯k+
1
2 = I¯k + yˆemtV¯ k − yˆemtV¯ k+ 12 , (3.20)
V¯ k+1 = V¯ k+
1
2 − zˆpmI¯k+ 12 + zˆpmI¯k+1 . (3.21)
As for the zero-order boundary conditions, we assume at this point that the PM and EMT sub-
systems can be linearized in respectively a Thévenin and a Norton equivalent, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.27, with the following equations:
V¯ k+
1
2 = E¯pm + zpmI¯k+
1
2 , (3.22)
I¯k+1 = I¯emt − yemtV¯ k+1 , (3.23)
which can be compared to Equations (3.16) and (3.17). From equations (3.20) - (3.23), the
iteration factor is obtained as:









This result shows that zˆpm and yˆemt can be used as degrees of freedom to make the iteration
factor w2 smaller in magnitude than w1. More precisely, the iteration factor w2 can be decreased
by choosing zˆpm ' zpm, i.e. by using a Thévenin impedance zˆpm close to the exact value zpm. It
can also be decreased by choosing yˆemt ' yemt, i.e. by using a Norton admittance yˆemt close to
yemt. In principle, only one of two choices is sufficient.
3.7.2.4 PM sub-system equivalenced by Thévenin and EMT by current source
Variants combining voltage/current sources with Thévenin/Norton equivalents (i.e. mixed zero-
and first-order boundary conditions) can be also contemplated. In Figure 3.30, for instance, the
PM sub-system is represented by a Thévenin equivalent in the EMT simulation, while the EMT
sub-system is represented by a current source in the PM simulation. Formally, this corresponds
to setting yˆemt to zero, and involving I¯k instead of I¯k+
1
2 in the Thévenin equivalent (indeed, the
current injected in the PM sub-system is not updated by the PM simulation). This configuration
(or improved variants of the latter) has been used in [zLxHT+11, vHGK11, AF13, ZGW+13,
ZFA14, Lou14].










Figure 3.31: Mixed zero- and first-order boundary conditions - second variant.
Through derivations similar to the ones in Sections 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.2.3 the following iteration
factor is found:






No result is given for this configuration since the PM part of the test system is already modeled
by a simple Thévenin equivalent (see Figure 3.25).
3.7.2.5 PM sub-system equivalenced by voltage source and EMT by Norton
This variant is shown in Figure 3.31, with the PM sub-system represented by a voltage source
in the EMT simulation, and the EMT sub-system by a Norton equivalent in the PM simulation.
Formally, this corresponds to setting zˆpm to zero.
To the authors’ knowledge, this configuration has not been considered in the literature. The reason
is that most publications (e.g. [ZGW+13]) consider the possibility for the PM-EMT sub-system
boundary to be close to the disturbance location, and use a shunt admittance to approximate the
response of the PM sub-system to harmonics generated by the EMT model.
The following iteration factor is obtained:








To assess the impact of using an estimated Norton admittance yˆemt that significantly departs from
the exact (but unknown) value yemt, Figure 3.32 shows the evolution of ||w4|| with || yˆemt
yemt
||, for two
values of the product zpmyemt corresponding to respectively (zpm = j0.01, yemt = −j100) and
(zpm = j0.01, yemt = −j1000). Note the logarithmic scale used in abscissa. This plot suggests
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Figure 3.32: Variation of ||w4|| with || yˆemt
yemt
|| for two values of zpmyemt.
that ||w4|| remains small (i.e. convergence remains fast) even when yˆemt significantly departs
from yemt, except when zpmyemt = 10 if yˆemt was significantly smaller than yemt. Further-
more, when zpmyemt = 10, ||w4|| remains reasonably small on a large range of yˆemt
yemt
, while
w1 = −zpmyemt = −10, indicating that the equivalent of Figure 3.26 would lead to severely di-
verging iterations.
Getting back to the system of Section 3.7.1, the scenario already considered in Figure 3.28 has
been simulated with the equivalent of Figure 3.31. Figure 3.33 shows the successive values of
the complex current (in Cartesian coordinates) during the relaxation process over the time step H
that follows the fault inception. It takes only four iterations for the relaxation process to converge
in these constraining conditions. Compared to Figure 3.28, the number of iterations is drastically
reduced when using a first-order boundary condition, which is thus recommended for hybrid PM-
EMT simulation. Note that the final value of the current is found to be I¯ = 19.6128+j7.3115 pu,
i.e. the same value as in Figure 3.28.
The results of Figure 3.33 have been obtained with yˆemt = y?emt, the Norton admittance estimated
from a simple linear approximation of the EMT sub-system (see Section 3.7.2.2). Figure 3.34
shows the variation of the number of relaxation iterations for various values of yˆemt obtained by
multiplying yˆ?emt by a real, positive number. The number of iterations is the lowest for yˆemt = y?emt.
The shape of the curve is remarkably similar to the one of Figure 3.32.























































Figure 3.36: Example of iterations performed with the equivalents of Figure 3.35.
3.7.2.6 PM sub-system equivalenced by voltage source and EMT by impedance
The last variant is shown in Figure 3.35. The following iteration factor is obtained:
w5 ≈ 1
1 + 2 I¯emt
E¯pm/zpm
Again, getting back to the system of Section 3.7.1, the scenario considered in Figure 3.28 has
been simulated with the equivalent of Figure 3.35. Figure 3.36 shows the successive values of
the complex current (in Cartesian coordinates) during the relaxation process over the time step H
that follows the fault inception. Here it takes 11 iterations for the relaxation process to converge.
Compared to Figure 3.28, the number of iterations is reduced when using a first-order boundary
condition, but higher than in Figure 3.33. The final value of the current is found to be also
I¯ = 19.6128 + j7.3115 pu, i.e. the same value as in Figure 3.28.
3.7.2.7 Influence of damping parameter α
A damping parameter α different from 1 (introduced in Section 3.2.1) can be used whatever
the chosen boundary conditions. An example of the influence of the damping parameter on the
number of iterations is shown in Figure 3.37, derived experimentally from the test case considered in
Section 3.7.1, with zero-order boundary conditions. Overrelaxation with α = 1.03 destabilizes the









































Figure 3.38: Example of iterations performed with the equivalents of Figure 3.26, making use of
a damping parameter α = 1.03.
iterating process, leading to 152 iterations (see Figure 3.38), to be compared to the 64 iterations
obtained with α = 1. Underrelaxation with α = 0.95 somewhat improves convergence, leading
to “only” 32 iterations (see Figure 3.39). However, two small a damping parameter again leads
to increasing the number of iterations, since the corrections brought by each iteration will be too
small (see Figure 3.40 with 16 iterations for α = 0.15).
The influence of the damping parameter on the number of iterations for the same case, but with
single-sided first-order boundary conditions, is shown in Figure 3.41. Since the initial number
of iterations was already very low, the use of a damping coefficient does not improve much the
performance. Again, too small a damping coefficient degrades the performance of the iterative
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Figure 3.39: Example of iterations performed with the equivalents of Figure 3.26, making use of










Figure 3.40: Example of iterations performed with the equivalents of Figure 3.26, making use of
a damping parameter α = 0.15.


















Figure 3.41: Influence of damping parameter on the number of dynamic iterations for single-sided
first-order boundary conditions.
Figure 3.42: Situation reached when the relaxation process has converged.
process because of too small corrections at every iteration.
3.7.3 Solution of the PM-EMT simulation
Let V¯pm and I¯pm (resp. V¯emt and I¯emt) be the values of the boundary voltage and current, provided
by PM (resp. EMT) simulation, once convergence has taken place. At convergence, the circuits
in Figure 3.29 operate as shown in Figure 3.42, where intermediate values have been replaced by
final ones. The following equations are easily derived from Figure 3.42:
I¯pm = I¯emt + yˆemtV¯emt − yˆemtV¯pm , (3.27)
V¯emt = V¯pm − zˆpmI¯pm + zˆpmI¯emt . (3.28)
Introducing (3.28) into (3.27) and rearranging the terms yields:
(1 + zˆpmyˆemt)I¯pm = (1 + zˆpmyˆemt)I¯emt ⇔ I¯pm = I¯emt , (3.29)
where it has been assumed that the parenthesis is nonzero. Hence, Eq. (3.27) becomes:
V¯pm = V¯emt . (3.30)
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From equations (3.29) and (3.30) it is concluded that, whatever the values of yˆemt and zˆpm, the
converged solution reached by the PM and EMT simulations is such that the boundary bus has
the same voltage in both of them, and the current injected by one is the current received by the
other. Thus, there is a perfect match between the PM and EMT simulations. On the other hand,
the values of yˆemt and zˆpm influence the convergence of the relaxation process. For instance,
if yˆemt was set to zero, at the k-th iteration the PM simulation would be performed with the
boundary current set to I¯k; hence, the current change induced by the change of voltage V¯ k would
be accounted for at the (k + 1)-th iteration only. The Norton equivalent (with yˆemt 6= 0) yields a
linear approximation of that variation of the current with the voltage. Similar considerations apply
to the Thévenin equivalent and zˆpm.
The PM and EMT simulations match for any choice of yˆemt and zˆpm, provided the PM and
EMT models are iterated until convergence. The same does not hold true if a single iteration is
performed, i.e. a single PM simulation followed by a single EMT simulation when passing from t
to t + H. This case is of interest when hybrid simulation is used to test “hardware in the loop”
[Mos13], as discussed in Section 3.2.3.2. In that application, yˆemt and zˆpm should be as accurate
as possible to preserve the solution accuracy.
3.8 Taking into account the instantaneous frequency of the
boundary currents
PM simulations are usually performed with constant network and machine impedances, computed
at nominal frequency. In the EMT simulation, on the other hand, no such approximation is made,
since current and voltage waveforms are computed by solving equations of the type (3.14).
Hence, using Zpm at nominal frequency ωs (as in (3.13)) to compute E¯pm and there from obtaining
(by interpolation) the voltage source e used in (3.14) introduces some inconsistency. An expectedly
more accurate approach, in case of large frequency deviations, consists in updating Zpm with
frequency before computing the Thévenin voltage E¯pm.
Because frequency differs from one boundary bus to another, the following approximation is con-
sidered:
Zpm ' Rpm + j Lpm diag (ω1, . . . , ωn) . (3.31)
Thus, the i-th column of Lpm is multiplied by the angular frequency ωi of the current at the i-th
boundary bus (i = 1, . . . , n). The latter frequency is evaluated numerically at discrete time t+H
as:
ωi(t+H) ' ωs + ψi(t+H)− ψi(t)
H
, (3.32)
where ψi(t) is the phase angle of the extracted current at the previous discrete time t and ψi(t+H)
the corresponding phase angle obtained from the last EMT simulation of the current time t+H.
An illustration of the estimation of the current frequencies is shown in Figure 3.44a. The latter
estimated frequencies may be compared to the curves in Figure 3.44b, showing the rotor speed
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Figure 3.43: Phase angle variations of boundary current I¯i.
of three machines close to the boundary bus of concern. As can be seen there is a very good
agreement between both sets of curves.
Zpm is updated at every co-simulation iteration, and used to compute E¯pm according to (3.12).
The instantaneous frequency computation of the boundary currents can be done at every time
step and every dynamic iteration. Note that the boundary current phasors are readily available,
since they are needed to update the equivalent of the PM sub-system (see Fig. 3.23). Hence, the
computation of the instantaneous frequencies of the boundary currents is made at negligible cost.
The influence of this frequency update in the boundary conditions will be illustrated by test case 5
in Section 5.2.4.
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(b) Rotor speed of three machines located close to the boundary buses considered in the upper plot (a).
Figure 3.44: Case 5: Estimated frequencies and rotor speeds.
Chapter 4
Interfacing phasor and electromagnetic
transients models
The proposed relaxation algorithm, presented in the last chapter, is depicted in Figure 3.23. Details
will be given in this Chapter concerning the implementation of the PM-to-EMT and EMT-to-PM
conversion blocks.
The PM-to-EMT conversion, referred to as “time interpolation”, is a simple (however nontrivial)
operation. It consists in the interpolation of the Thévenin voltage source phasors. The literature
about time interpolation in PM-EMT hybrid simulations is limited (maybe due to the fact that this
topic is considered trivial) and non-comprehensive. The aspects of interpolation to be carefully
considered, for an accurate and robust implementation, will be detailed in Section 4.1.
The reverse EMT-to-PM conversion, referred to as “phasor extraction”, is more complex and
there is an extensive literature about it. Existing and original phasor extraction techniques will be
presented and compared in Section 4.2.
4.1 Passing from phasor to electromagnetic transient models
Some works about PM-EMT hybrid simulations, documented in [ZGW+13, SCS05, SCSS05,
SSCZ03, SRA98, RA88b], did not consider1 any time interpolation of the PM sub-system equiv-
alent, assuming a very small PM time step size H. In this case, the amplitude and phase an-
gle variations over H of the voltages and currents relative to the PM sub-system can be as-
sumed negligible. In some other works [FLCW06, SCS05], the authors observed discontinuities
in the EMT boundary voltages and currents coming from the fact they did not interpolate the
equivalent (Norton or Thévenin) of the PM sub-system. In some references (see for instance
[vdMGvdM+14, vHGK11, FLCW06]) the authors considered a time interpolation of the phase an-
gles (or equivalently the frequency) but not of the amplitudes. In our opinion, the computational
1to our best understanding of the work presented in the cited references.
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linear interpolation References
phase angles amplitudes
- - [ZGW+13, SCS05, SCSS05, SSCZ03, SRA98, RA88b]
X - [vdMGvdM+14, vHGK11, FLCW06]
X X [PAGV15, PAGV14, AF12, HTAA81]
Table 4.1: Classification of co-simulation publications according to the kind of PM sub-system
equivalent interpolation.
procedure being simple, it is appropriate if not essential to interpolate both phase angles and RMS
values of the phasors produced by PM simulation.
A linear interpolation of both amplitudes and phase angles was mentionned in [AF12, HTAA81].
However, the exact procedure was not described. Table 4.1 classifies references on PM-EMT co-
simulation according to the kind of time interpolation performed. In this section, we explain and
further extend what was presented in our references [PAGV15, PAGV14] about time interpolation
of the first-order equivalent of the PM sub-system.
4.1.1 How to interpolate Thévenin voltage sources?
Let us consider an EMT simulation over the time interval [t t + H]. The values of all states
at time t have been computed and accepted; the ones at time t + H are being computed. The
most recent PM simulation provides the estimates V¯k+ 12 (t+H) and I¯k+ 12 (t+H) of the boundary




2 (t+H)− ZpmI¯k+ 12 (t+H) . (4.1)
A linear interpolation of respectively the magnitudes and the phase angles of E¯th is considered, as
shown in Figure 4.1 for a chosen boundary bus. For simplicity of presentation, H is assumed to be a
multiple of h, i.e. H = ρh where ρ is an integer. Thus, at the discrete time t+mh (m = 0, . . . , ρ),






where || || denotes the magnitude. The interpolated phase angles is given by:





















∥∥∥E¯pm(t+mh)∥∥∥ cos(ωs(t+mh) + ∠E¯pm(t+mh)− 4pi3
)
,
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Figure 4.1: Interpolation of amplitude and phase of one Thévenin voltage phasor.
where ωs is the nominal angular speed of the system.
Note that for the interpolation of phase angles, special care must be taken in order for angles to
remain continuous when crossing the pi value. Not managing this correctly would lead to a wrong
PM-EMT co-simulation (with more frequent errors for the simulations stabilizing at an off-nominal
frequency, leading to phase angles drifting continuously and to more frequent pi value crossings).
For illustration purposes, an example of correct interpolation versus two wrong ones is shown
in Figure 4.2. In this example, the cosine waveform cos (ωst+ φ (t)) is represented over three
successive 20ms time windows, thus spanning from 0 to 60ms. The phase angle φ evolves linearly
with time with a slope of pi/180 rad/ms. The initial phase angle at t = 0 is φ0 = 5pi/6 rad. The
phase angle φ crosses the pi value at t = 30ms, in the second time window. An interpolation error
occurs when a ±2pi jump is added to only one of the two phase angles being interpolated over
a given time window. This leads to two possible errors, depending on whether the ±2pi jump is
added at the start or at the end of the considered time window. In one case, the cosine will have
double frequency over one fundamental period, while in the other case, a constant value will be
observed, as represented in Figure 4.2.
4.1.2 How to handle discontinuities occurring in the EMT sub-system?
The simulation of large disturbances, typically faults, in the EMT sub-system calls for some com-
ments. In such a case, the amplitude and phase of boundary voltages are expected to undergo a
fast and significant change (although this can be somewhat attenuated by setting the PM-EMT
boundary far enough from the fault location). This is represented, for what concerns the amplitude
and for a single boundary bus, by the gray-shaded curve in Figure 4.3. The issue is whether a linear
interpolation of the equivalent of the PM sub-system is sufficient to reproduce this fast change in
the boundary voltages.
Three possibilities can be considered. Solution (a) in Figure 4.3 suggests to simply keep using linear
interpolation the same way for the time window following an event, as we proposed in [PAGV14].
Figure 4.3 (b), suggested in [AF12], consists in using the latest computed value at time t + H.
This is implemented by using the voltage V¯ k+ 12 (t + H) over the whole time interval [t, t+H]
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Figure 4.2: The correct versus some wrong phase angle interpolations when the phase angle crosses
the pi value.
to compute the Thévenin voltage source E¯pm. The third possibility, represented in Figure 4.3
(c), consists in performing a small time step right after the event. While it seems attractive, this
solution is difficult to implement because it requires to extract the phasors of the disturbed signals
over a very small time window (see Section 4.2).
Owing to the presence of the Thévenin impedance, the scheme of Figure 4.3 (a) gives good enough
accuracy, as illustrated in Figure 4.4 showing the evolution of a boundary bus voltage in response
to a three-cycle fault applied at t = 1 s and cleared at t = 1.1 s. It can be observed in Figure
4.4 that the use of a linearly interpolated Thévenin equivalent reproduces the sharp drop in the
voltage evolutions from the EMT benchmark (see Figure 4.5). In the case of Figure 4.4, it was
possible to use steps of 20 ms in the PM simulation, as shown by the curve labelled “Thévenin
voltage magnitude ||E¯pm||” in the figure. This case is similar to case 1, which will be presented
in the next chapter (see Section 5.1.2).
Note that apart from the sharp drop, the high frequency transients for the periods following the
fault inception and after the fault elimination are not perfectly reproduced by the PM-EMT co-
simulation, compared to the EMT simulation. However this is not due to interpolation but rather
to the fact that boundary impedance (used in the boundary conditions) is correct at fundamental
frequency only. An improved implementation could use a more elaborated representation of the
Thévenin impedance at the boundary to better represent it at high frequencies. Remark also that
in general the variables of interest will not be located at the boundary bus since we decided to
extend the boundary buses further away from the disturbance.
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Figure 4.3: Grey-shade: Time evolution of the boundary voltage magnitude ||V¯ || right after a
disturbance. (a)-(c): Interpolation of the Thévenin voltage source magnitude ||E¯pm||: (a) linear
interpolation (b) ||E¯pm|| is set to the end value of the currently computed time window for its
duration (c) small time step (e.g. 1ms) performed right after the application of the discontinuity.
















Figure 4.4: Example of evolution of voltage at boundary bus during a fault, when a linear inter-















Figure 4.5: Case 1. EMT computed evolution of the three-phase voltages at the boundary bus.
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4.2 Passing from electromagnetic transients to phasor models
The main characteristics of the needed phasor extraction method are depicted in Figure 4.6. The
considered waveforms are quasi-sinusoidal, three-phase waveforms of the type (2.48), containing
harmonics and decaying DC components. A time interval Tx for the extraction, approximately
equal to one fundamental period Ts of the waveforms, is considered here. In case the PM time-
step size H is bigger than Tx, the extraction methods presented in the following sections can
be used as such. In the case where H < Tx, previous PM time steps have to be considered to
perform the extraction (see Figure 4.7). Let us note that choosing H significantly smaller than
Ts reduces the interest of performing PM-EMT co-simulation since it will increase the number of
PM sub-system evaluations.
Another characteristic of the needed phasor extraction technique is that the phasor extraction
process must give the value of the amplitude and phase of the positive-sequence component at a
precise instant of time, without any delay.
The quantitative performance index for phasor extraction is the Total Vector Error (TVE) recom-
mended by IEEE Std. C37. 118 [20111], the IEEE synchronized phasor measurement standard.
The principle is shown in Figure 4.8. The TVE can be computed as
Figure 4.6: Characteristics of waveforms to which extraction is applied.
Figure 4.7: Extraction over several PM time steps.
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Figure 4.8: Principle of TVE.
Figure 4.9: Precision of the EMT simulation with time interpolation and phasor extraction blocks.
TV E =
√√√√√(XˆR −XR)2 + (XˆI −XI)2
X2R +X2I
,
where XˆR, XˆI are the real and imaginary parts of the estimated phasor, and XR, XI are the
real and imaginary parts of the exact phasor. A small TVE value indicates better performance of
phasor extraction. Figure 4.9 illustrates the precision of an EMT simulation, including the effect
of time interpolation and phasor extraction. In order not to degrade the accuracy yielded by the
EMT simulation itself, it is appropriate to have:
TV E ≤ tolEMT ,
in order the global error to be of the same order of magnitude as the precision of the EMT solution.
4.2.1 Literature review
Techniques for positive-sequence phasor extraction (referred here as “extraction”) are numerous
and used in many different fields. Some extraction methods have been developed for the needs of
Phase-Locked Loops (PLL) [Gup75, HH96, Chu00]. Some others are used in Phasor Measurement
Units [PBN11, PT08]. Extraction techniques have been also developed in other fields, such as for
instance speech or signal processing.
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Figure 4.10: Active and reactive power injection in a n-port network.
Phase-locked loops are generally classified into single-phase or three-phase, depending on the device
or grid type considered. First used in communication systems from the 1920s, PLLs have been
applied since the 1970s in electronic applicances involving servomotors [Gup75]. More recently,
PLLs have been used in three-phase inverters to synchronize the power electronic interfaces with
the system voltage at the point of coupling. The PLL called Double-Decoupled Synchronous
Reference Frame (DDSRF) PLL [RPB+07], for instance, is a typical three-phase PLL.
Phasor measurement units were invented in 1988 by Arun Phadke and James Thorp. Their purpose
is to synchronize with an absolute time reference, provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS),
the real time phasor measurements.
Fast Fourier Transform using one-cycle running window has been used in many references [HV15,
ZFA14, ZFLZ14, AF12, IAKW12]. While this technique is well known, easy to use and accurate,
two major drawbacks need to be overcome. The first disadvantage of the method is the need to
estimate the fundamental frequency of the signal of concern. A second drawback is the fact that
the obtained phasor is an average over a one-cycle window rather that an instantaneous phasor
value.
A technique based on instantaneous active and reactive powers estimation was proposed in ref-
erence [LGY09] and used in [ZGW+13]. It consists in computing the instantaneous active and
reactive powers at each boundary bus, as schematically represented in Figure 4.10. This gives 2n
equations only, to determine 4n unknowns: the amplitudes and phase angles of the n boundary
voltages and currents. To solve this, the method assumes the PM time step to be small (for in-
stance smaller or equal to 2ms) compared to the transients of interest in PM simulation, which are
roughly speaking in the frequency range of 0 ∼ 5Hz (period larger than 200ms), hence allowing
to “freeze” the PM sub-system from one step to the next, assuming the boundary voltage phasors
to be the same as the ones of the previous time step. In that case, only 2n unknowns remain:
the amplitudes and phase angles of the n boundary currents. The assumption that the PM time
step size is so small is not requested in our approach where H is generally chosen equal to one
period at fundamental frequency. For instance H = 20ms allows tracking dynamics with a time
constant of 0.1 s. Of course it would possible to use smaller time steps in the PM solver to meet
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Figure 4.11: Additional simulation time needed for ASEO extraction.
the requirement of a very small H; however, the advantage of co-simulation would be partly lost.
An interesting and very accurate extraction method, called Angle-Shifted Energy Operator (ASEO),
has been proposed in [JWW13]. This method is an adaptation of the so-called Teager Energy
Operator [MKQ93b, MKQ93a], consisting of processing a longer time interval for the extraction
to be more robust to noise. In PM-EMT coupled simulations, this would require to simulate the
EMT sub-system over an additional time interval (typically one fourth of a fundamental period
Ts), as sketched in Figure 4.11. For that reason, this method was not further considered since an
extended simulation time interval means an additional computing cost and a higher implementation
complexity.
In the following two sections, we will focus in particular on two methods. The first one, presented
in Section 4.2.2, consists in a Projection on Synchronously Rotating Axes (PSRA). The second
technique, developed in Section 4.2.3, is the least-squares curve-fitting and was used in many refer-
ences [vdMGvdM+14, Lou14, vHGK11, zLxHT+11, FLCW06, SCS05, SCSS05, SSCZ03, CS+02,
SRA98, RA88a]. We will propose some modifications to extend the range of applications of
least-squares fitting.
4.2.2 Projection on synchronously rotating axes





of the boundary voltages and currents. The positive-sequence
phasor of each current and voltage is extracted.
The phasor extraction considered in this work consists of three steps: (i) projection on syn-
chronously rotating axes [PGV13], (ii) post-processing using a low-pass filter, and (iii) scaling of
the boundary currents.
4.2.2.1 Positive-sequence extraction
The amplitude and the phase angle of the positive-sequence component of the currents are com-
puted from the three time-varying current waveforms by projecting the latter on (x, y) reference
axes2, using a Park-type transform. This technique, inspired of the principle of PLL systems
[Chu00], is free from any delay associated with processing of the current waveforms.
2often referred to as (d, q) axes, particularly in the case of synchronous machines.
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Figure 4.12: Reference axes and phasors involved in the extraction of the positive-sequence com-
ponent of a boundary current.
More precisely, (x, y) are the orthogonal axes used in the PM simulation to project the rotating
vectors associated with quasi-sinusoidal variables, and obtain their corresponding rectangular com-
ponents. As shown in Figure 4.12, these axes rotate at the nominal angular speed ωs and, at time
t, the x axis is at an angular position
θ = ωst (4.2)
with respect to a fixed reference, where the position of the x-axis at t = 0 has been arbitrarily set
to zero.
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where a, b and c are noise terms accounting for deviations with respect to three-phase, balanced,
positive-sequence components. The current in iabc are projected on the above mentioned axes by
applying the linear transform [Paa00]:































In the ideal case where the three currents make up a balanced, positive sequence, i.e. a = b =









































Figure 4.13: Summary of the phasor extraction method.
The last two components are the projections on x and y of a vector rotating at angular speed ωs,
representing the current in phase a, having an amplitude Ia and a phase angle ψa with respect to
the x axis (see Figure 4.12). Its magnitude and phase angle are easily obtained as:
Ia =
√







At this point of the procedure, equations (4.4)-(4.5) are applied only to the currents iabc obtained
at time t+H of the EMT simulation.
The procedure can be summarized as shown in Figure 4.13.
4.2.2.2 Negative-sequence, DC and harmonics cancellation
Low-pass filtering Because the effects of a fault located in the EMT sub-system are expected to
be still felt at the boundary between PM and EMT sub-systems, the boundary current waveforms
contain noise terms. The latter stem from aperiodic, negative- and zero-sequence components, as
well as harmonics, whose effect must be filtered out.
While three-phase, balanced, positive-sequence currents are converted into constant ix and iy,
aperiodic (resp. negative-sequence) components present in the phase currents will be transformed
into sinusoidal components at nominal (resp. double nominal) frequency. Thus, the filter must:
• preserve the amplitude of components with frequencies between 0 and 5 Hz. This covers
the frequency spectrum of concern in PM simulation;
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Figure 4.14: Magnitude response of Butterworth filter.
• filter out the fundamental-frequency, double-fundamental-frequency and higher frequency
components;
• not affect the phase of the initial signal in the [0 5] Hz frequency range, to avoid introducing
any delay between the EMT and PM simulations.
This low-pass numerical filter processes sampled ix and iy values obtained by applying (4.4) at
equidistant discrete times in [t+H − Tx t+H]. The sampling period can be h, the small time
step size used in EMT simulation. Re-sampling may be necessary in case the discrete times of the
EMT simulation are not equidistant, for instance because it was necessary to reduce the time step
size during the simulation. The width Tx of the time interval processed by the filter is usually no
smaller than one half cycle at nominal frequency, and most often closer to one cycle. It may be
occasionally reduced, for instance at fault application and clearing. The time interval processed
by the filter should not become too narrow, for accuracy reasons.
Satisfactory results have been obtained with a Butterworth low-pass filter [But30]. In its continuous-
time version, the magnitude-squared transfer function takes on the form:
‖Hc (jω)‖2 = 11 + (jω/jωc)2N
, (4.9)
where ωc is the cutoff frequency. This filter is characterized by a magnitude response maximally
flat in the passband. This means that the first 2N − 1 derivatives of the function (4.9) are zero
at ω = 0 [OS89]. For instance, the magnitude response of Butterworth filters of orders 1 to 5 are
shown in Figure 4.14.
However, the phase response must also be considered. As shown in Figure 4.15, the filter introduces
a non-negligible phase shift in the pass-band, which in turn creates group and phase delay.
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Figure 4.15: Phase response of Butterworth filter.
Group and phase delay are precisely what we want to avoid. Consider a linear time-invariant filter
with transfer function H(s), driven by the following quasi-sinusoidal signal:
x (t) = a (t) cos (ωt+ φ (t)) ,
where a(t) and φ (t) are the slowly varying amplitudes and phase angles. The output of the filter
is approximated by:
y (t) = |H (jω)| a (t− τg) cos (ω (t− τφ) + φ (t)) ,
where τg is the group delay, representing the shift in time of the amplitude a, and τφ is the phase
delay.
For a filter with transfer function H (s) the group delay τg and the phase delay τφ can be computed
as follows from the phase angle φ (ω) of H (jω):
τg (ω) = − dφ (ω)
dω
,
τφ (ω) = −φ (ω)
ω
.
The filter is applied twice, once with increasing and once with decreasing times. Doing so should
almost cancel the phase shift introduced by the filter in the pass-band. The order of the filter has
been taken to two. However, applying the filter twice yields globally a fourth-order filter, which is
expected to give sufficient cut-off band attenuation for most systems.
The procedure can be summarized as shown in Figure 4.16.






































Figure 4.16: Summary of the phasor extraction method with a smoother.
4.2.2.3 Scaling of the boundary currents
The three-phase instantaneous power at a boundary bus is given by:
p(t) = va(t)ia(t) + vb(t)ib(t) + vc(t)ic(t) , (4.10)
where (va, vb, vc) are the phase-to-ground voltages, and (ia, ib, ic) the phase currents. If the
currents were perfectly three-phase balanced, at fundamental frequency only, the above power
would be equal to the three-phase active power given by:







where V¯a and I¯a are the extracted voltage and current phasors in phase a, and ∗ denotes the
complex conjugate.
A comparison between the above two powers can serve as a measure of quality of the phasor
extraction. In practice, since p(t) is affected by noise, as previously explained, the same Butterworth
filter is applied to the sampled values of p to obtain the filtered value p¯(t + H) at time t + H.
The quality index is the relative discrepancy:
J(t+H) =
∣∣∣∣ p¯(t+H)− P (t+H)p¯(t+H)
∣∣∣∣ , (4.12)
where P (t+H) is computed from Eq. (4.11) using the phasors relative to time t+H.
Furthermore, the ratio between p¯(t+H) and P (t+H) can be used to scale the extracted current,
with the objective of having the same active power transfer seen from both sides of the boundary.




P (t+H) . (4.13)
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4.2.3 Least-squares curve-fitting
4.2.3.1 Principle
An alternative extraction method consists in performing least-squares curve-fitting of the three
signals of which we want to determine the positive-sequence component. Given the computed
signals x (k) over the interval [0 kmax], the objective is to find the corresponding set of parameters




{x (k)− f (k, Γ)}2 , (4.14)
where k = 0, . . . , kmax is used to index the samples (kmax = fsTx, where fs is the sampling
frequency).
From the set of parameters Γ we will be able to determine the effective value A(t + H) and the
phase angle φ(t + H) of the fitted (pseudo-)sinusoidal signal, of the type A (t) cos (ωst+ φ (t)),
at time t + H, i.e. at the end of the EMT simulation interval. Note that the procedure is going
to be applied to each of the three phases separately. This yields the effective values Aa (t+H),
Ab (t+H) and Ac (t+H) as well as the phase angles φa(t+H), φb(t+H) and φc(t+H).






















, where a = ej
2pi
3 .
4.2.3.2 Choice of the curve f to fit the data
Several choices are possible for the function f in (4.14) to fit the sampled values coming from EMT
simulation. In this section, we consider four possible choices, by increasing order of complexity.
In the literature about hybrid PM-EMT simulations, the choice is most generally oriented towards
a cosine waveform f1 characterized by a constant amplitude and a constant phase angle , which
are the parameters to be determined. Thus, this choice consists in using a cosine waveform to fit
data samples coming from a quasi-cosine waveform, i.e. to find the closest constant amplitude
and phase angle to fit over the time interval [t+H − Tx t+H] a waveform characterized by
slowly varying amplitude and phase angle. The amplitude and the phase angle obtained will be
mean values over [t+H − Tx t+H]. Assuming linearly varying amplitude and phase angle, the
mean values determined by the optimization process can be assigned to the middle of the time
interval, i.e. to t+H − Tx/2. An additional step is then necessary to estimate the phasor at time
t + H. We have not found in the literature a description of this additional step; we use a linear
extrapolation relying on the previously extracted phasor values.
Furthermore we have treated several extensions of the above fitting by choosing:
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Figure 4.17: Fitting a quasi-cosine wave with a pure cos.
• f = f2: a quasi-cosine waveform, whose amplitude and phase angle are linearly varying with
time,
• f = f3: a quasi-cosine waveform of the type f2, with the addition of a linearly varying DC
component,
• f = f4: a quasi-cosine waveform of the type f2, with the addition of an exponentially
decaying DC component.
Fitting a cosine waveform with constant amplitude and phase angle The following function
is used for the least squares curve-fitting:








The optimization provides the values of Amean and φmean which best fit the sampled points over
the interval [t+H − Tx t+H].
By way of example, Figure 4.17 illustrates the fitting of the quasi-cosine wave f1 to points obtained
in fact by sampling the (unknown) signal:
x (t) = A (t) cos (ωst+ φ (t)) ,
where the amplitude A (t) was varied linearly from A (t) = 0.95 
√
2 to A (t+H) = 1.05 
√
2
and the phase angle φ (t) was varied linearly from φ (t) = pi/6 to φ (t+H) = 2pi/6. After the least
squares fitting, the values obtained are Amean = 1 and φmean = pi/4 as expected. This example
shows some limitation of using function f1 which is not very accurate.
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Knowing the value A (t+H − Tx) and φ (t+H − Tx) at time t + H − Tx, the values at time
t+H are determined by linear extrapolation according to:
At+H = At+H−Tx + 2 (Amean −At+H−Tx) , (4.16)
φt+H = φt+H−Tx + 2 (mean − φt+H−Tx) . (4.17)
Fitting a quasi-cosine waveform with linearly varying amplitude and phase angle To im-
prove the accuracy obtained with the f1 function, let us try now:
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where (A0, φ0) are the amplitude and phase angle, respectively, at time t+H − Tx, and similarly
for (A1, φ1) at time t + H. The values of (A0, φ0) can be retrieved from the fitting performed
over the previous time window, or can be added to the unknowns of the least-squares optimization.
Fitting a quasi-cosine waveform including a linearly varying DC component This corre-
sponds to:











H + φ0 +










where the parameters (A0, φ0, DC0) are the amplitude, the phase angle and the offset, respec-
tively, at time t+H − Tx, and similarly for (A1, φ1, DC1) at time t+H. Again, the parameters
(A0, φ0, DC0) can be retrieved from the optimization performed at the previous time window, or
can be included as variables of the new optimization.
Fitting a quasi-cosine waveform including an exponentially decaying DC component This
corresponds to:
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where the parameters (A0, φ0) are the amplitude and phase angle respectively, at time t+H−Tx,
and similarly for (A1, φ1) at time t + H. Again, the parameters (A0, φ0) can be used from the
optimization performed at the previous time window, or can be computed into a new optimization
process.
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Figure 4.18: Exact amplitude and phase angle.
4.2.4 Numerical Tests
4.2.4.1 Influence of precision of the extracted values at the last time step on the newly
extracted phasors
Amongst extraction methods, some techniques rely on the phasors extracted at previous time steps
for the estimation of phasors at time t + H, as mentionned in Section 4.2.3.2. Such techniques
include Fourier transform, least-squares fitting f1, and least-squares fitting f2, f3 and f4 (when
parameters (A0, φ0) are not computed in the new optimization process). Equations (4.16) and
(4.17) can be used to compute the phasors at time t + H. We examine in this section the
propagation of an error in the phasors at a given time step.
For simplicity, let us choose a time step H and a time interval for extraction Tx both equal to one
fundamental period Ts of the signal:
Tx = H = Ts ,
where Ts = 20ms will been assumed. In general, for the extraction of the phasors to be computed
at time t + H, the previously extracted phasor (at time t) is assumed to be accurate. However,
we have to examine the case where the previous phasors contain some errors.
Exact initial amplitudes and phase angles The Total Vector Error obtained when the initial
amplitude and phase angle are exact are shown in Figure 4.18. A high accuracy is obtained for f1
as well as for f2. In this figure, “f2 w/ reini” refers to the case where (A0, φ0) have been added
to the unknowns of the least-squares optimization. On the contrary, “f2 w/o reini” refers to the
case where (A0, φ0) are assumed to be given by the extraction at the last time step.
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Figure 4.19: Oscillations observed with curve fitting methods with wrong initial value of amplitude.
Inexact initial amplitudes and phase angles Figure 4.19 shows the extracted amplitude of a
constant amplitude cosine signal over several successive 20−ms time interval starting from a wrong
initial value, characterized by a 10 percents error on the amplitude. It is observed that a simple
cosine curve-fitting with f1 cannot resolve the initial mistake, while quasi-cosine curve-fitting f2
based on previous phasors (“f2 w/o reini”) is impacted by the mistake for a couple of periods only.
The proposed quasi-cosine f2 curve-fitting including (A0, φ0) in the unknowns of the least-squares
optimization (i.e. “f2 w/ reini”) directly gives the correct extracted phasor from the time interval.
From the results shown in Figure 4.20 the same conclusions can be drawn when the initial phase
angle extracted value was mistaken by 10 percents.
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Figure 4.20: Oscillations observed with curve fitting methods with wrong initial value of phase
angle.
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Figure 4.21: Waveforms a. Constant amplitudes and phase angles.
4.2.4.2 Test waveforms
Eight three-phase waveforms (type-a to type-g) have been generated to test and compare the PSRA
and the curve-fitting extraction techniques presented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively. They
were chosen as follows.
a. Constant amplitudes and phase angles The signals merely consist of three-phase positive-
sequence cosine waveforms with a constant amplitude and phase angle. The amplitude of every
cosine wave is A =
√
2 and the phase angle of phase a at t = 0 is φ0 = pi/6. Figure 4.21.a shows
the corresponding three-phase abc time evolutions. Figure 4.21.a has been obtained by making a
PSRA without filtering. It shows the evolution of the amplitude A (t) and the phase angle φ (t) of
the projection, given by (4.7) and (4.8) respectively, before any filtering. In the case of constant
amplitudes and phase angles, the PSRA simply gives a constant amplitude and phase angle, equal
to the ones assigned to each cosine wave.
b. Linear change in amplitude For waveforms of type b, the phase angle of phase a is kept
constant to the value φ0 = pi/6 over the time window of interest and the amplitudes of the cosine
waves are linearly increased by 10 percent over the time window, i.e. from A =
√
2 to A = 1.1
√
2.
The three-phase abc time evolutions for these type-b waveforms are presented in Figures 4.22.a,
while the amplitude and phase angle of 4.22.b result from the PSRA. Figure 4.22 shows that the
initial amplitude change is correctly retrieved by PSRA technique in this case.
c. Linear change in phase angle Waveforms of type c are characterized by a constant amplitude
of every cosine wave (A =
√
2). On the other hand, the phase angle of phase a is linearly increased
from φ0 = pi/6 to φ0 = 2pi/6 over the time window of interest. Phases b and c are shifted by −2pi/3
and +2pi/3 with respect to phase a. The three-phase abc time evolutions for type-c waveforms
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Figure 4.22: Waveforms b. Linear change in amplitude.
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Figure 4.23: Waveforms c. Linear change in phase angle.
are shown in Figure 4.23.a. Figure 4.23.b shows the amplitude and phase angle derived from the
PSRA. The initial increase of the phase angle is directly retrieved from the PSRA.
d. Linear change in amplitude and phase angle Type-d waveforms combine a linear evolution
of amplitudes together with a linear evolution of phase angles of abc waveforms. Amplitudes are
interpolated from A =
√
2 to A = 1.1
√
2 and the phase angle of phase a waveform increases
linearly from a starting value φ0 = pi/6 to a final value φ0 = 2pi/6 at the end of the time window of
interest. Phase b and c are shifted by −2pi/3 and +2pi/3 with respect to phase a. The three-phase
abc and xy time evolutions for waveform d. are shown in Figures 4.24.a and 4.24.b respectively.
The conclusions are similar than those given for waveforms of type a, b, and c.
e. Inverse Sequence Rejection For type-e waveforms a phase imbalance is considered. Namely,
a constant 10 percent negative sequence (Aneg = 0.1
√
2 and φ0neg = 0 ) is added to the waveforms
of type-a (Apos =
√
2 and φ0 pos = pi/6 ), yielding the curves shown in Figures 4.25.a and 4.25.b.
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Figure 4.24: Waveforms d. Linear change in amplitude and phase angle.
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Figure 4.25: Waveforms e. Inverse sequence.
The presence of negative sequence in the waveforms is visible in the PSRA projections as a double-
fundamental frequency signal superimposed on the time evolutions of the amplitude and the phase
angle observed for type-a waveforms. The PSRA technique will need filtering to give an accurate
result in the presence of imbalance.
f. Harmonic Rejection Provided that the PM-EMT boundary is placed far enough from the
disturbance location, the harmonic content at the PM-EMT boundary is supposed to be negligible.
However, to test the phasor extraction methods in non ideal situations, type-f waveforms containing
2 percents fifth harmonic (AH5 = 0.02
√
2 and φ0H5 = pi/6 ) together with type-a waveforms
(A =
√
2 and φ0 = pi/6) are considered. The three-phase abc time evolutions for waveform f., are
shown in Figure 4.26.a. The time evolutions of the amplitude and the phase angle obtained by
PSRA are shown in 4.26.b. In the synchronous reference axes representation of Figure 4.26.b, the
presence of fifth harmonics is observed through harmonics at six times the fundamental frequency
in both the amplitude and phase angle evolutions. This is due to the fact that a positive-sequence
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Figure 4.26: Waveforms f. Harmonic H5.
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Figure 4.27: Waveforms g. DC component.
produces at the fifth-harmonic a negative sequence of signals. The projection on a rotating frame
at synchronous frequency then increases by one the order of the observed harmonic.
g. DC component Rejection Finally, type-g waveforms contain an exponentially decaying
DC component characterized by an initial value of 0.1 and a time constant τDC equal to 10
fundamental periods. The three-phase abc and PSRA amplitude A (t) and phase angle φ (t) time
evolutions for waveform g. are shown in Figures 4.27.a and 4.27.b respectively. In synchonous
reference axes, a DC component becomes a fundamental frequency waveform, as expected
4.2.5 Results of extraction with PSRA or least-squares fitting
Table 4.2 summarizes the TVEs obtained with the methods presented in Section 4.2, i.e. the
PSRA method, with and without filter, and the curve-fitting methods obtained with the four f
functions detailed in Section 4.2.3. The time interval used was a single 20ms time window, and
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Waveformvewav PSRA Least-square Curve-fitting
nbnbnb Characteristic w/o filter w/ filter f1 f2 f3 f4
a. cst pos-seq. 7.4e-14 5.1e-13 6.9e-5 6.9e-5 1.9e-4 6.9e-7
b. Apos chg. 8.6e-14 0.53 3.4e-2 6.9e-5 9.8e-5 6.9e-7
c. φpos chg. 8.9e-14 3.1 4.1 6.9e-5 6.4e-5 6.9e-7
d. Apos & φpos chg. 8.1e-14 3.1 4.2 6.9e-5 7.9e-5 7.3e-7
e. 10% neg. seq. 9.2 4.5 6.9e-5 6.9e-5 1.4e-4 6.8e-7
f. 2% H5 2.0 8.1e-2 1.0e-2 0.17 3.4 0.97
g. τ = 10Ts dec.DC 30.8 26.6 1.8 18.3 0.02 1.3e-5
Table 4.2: TVE (in %) on the estimation of the positive-sequence phasor at the end of a given
time-window.
the comparison has been made between the positive-sequence phasor obtained from the considered
extraction technique and the positive-sequence phasor from which the three-phase signal had been
initially produced.
As could be expected, the PSRA without filter gives poor results when negative-sequence, harmon-
ics or decaying DC are present in the signals (waveforms e., f. and g.). These results are improved
by adding a filter to the PSRA projections. However, the quality of the extraction remains rather
poor for waveforms e. and g., with a TVE of a few percents. For what concerns curve-fitting
techniques, a pure cosine waveform (f1) fails to accurately represent a phase change, leading to
a TVE of a few percents for the phasor extraction from waveforms c. and d. The quasi-cosine
curve-fitting (f2) gives good results, except as expected when a DC component is present (wave-
form g). The best results are consistently given by fitting a quasi-cosine waveform including an
exponentially decaying DC component (f4) to each of the abc signals. Let us observe that this
technique gives poor results in the presence of harmonics in the signals from which to extract the
boundary phasors. As previously explained, harmonic content at the boundary buses should be
low enough for the co-simulation to be accurate.
4.2.6 Discussion
At fault elimination, the time interval on which it is needed to extract the positive-sequence phasor
will comprise two segments of (quasi-)cosine waveforms with different amplitudes and phase angles,
as shown in Figure 4.28 (coming from case 1 in Chapter 5). This phenomenon will be less critical
if the boundary buses are located far from the faulted bus, which is another reason to somewhat
extend the EMT sub-system. To our best knowledge, this problem has not been mentionned in
the PM-EMT co-simulation literature. Coming back to the figure, the breakers open the various
phases at different times after t = 1.10 s. The time window from which we want to extract the
phasor is marked in shaded grey. The two cosines, for each phase, are separated by a dash-dotted
vertical line. The phasors are needed at time t = 1.12 s.
It is obvious that extraction methods relying on the whole time interval, such as Fourier analysis or
least-squares fitting techniques are not well suited for extracting the phasor from such waveforms.



































Figure 4.28: Waveforms h. Extraction problem at fault elimination time window.
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On the contrary, a three-phase instantaneous technique such as PSRA discussed in Section 4.2.2 is
likely to perform better. Let us note that the fault elimination may span over two successive time
windows (for instance when the phase opening sequence starts in the middle of a time interval).
To conclude, we advise to use PSRA for a single time interval following the fault inception and two
time intervals following the fault clearing instants (fault may be eliminated at the end of the time
window, thus spanning on two successive time windows), and to fit every boundary single-phase
signal to a quasi-cos waveform with exponentially decaying DC (f4) for all other time intervals.
All the results reported in the next chapter have been obtained using this extraction procedure.
Chapter 5
Illustrative simulation results
We have presented in Chapter 3 the coupling of PM and EMT solvers and in Chapter 4 the
conversion of boundary variables from PM to EMT models, and conversely. Some simulation
results have been presented in Section 3.7. The test-system was small and characterized by a PM
sub-system containing a Thévenin model only (see for instance Figure 3.25).
We present in this chapter simulation results produced with the Nordic system (see Figure 2.8)
for the cases of single and multiple boundary buses interfaces (Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively).
Three-phase (cases 1 and 3) and single-phase (cases 2 and 4) faults in the EMT sub-system are
considered, with stable and unstable cases. A generator tripping in the PM sub-system is also
considered (case 5) to demonstrate a case with a large frequency change (reaching 0.35Hz). The
results presented in Section 5.5 deal with the convergence of the relaxation process. Section 5.6 is
focused on simulations with a single evaluation of the EMT sub-system. Finally, complementary
results are provided, for all test-cases, in Section 5.7.
5.1 Single boundary bus
5.1.1 Test system
We first report on tests performed with a small EMT sub-system, connected to the rest of the
Nordic system through a single boundary bus. The PM and EMT sub-systems are shown in
Figure 5.1. The EMT sub-system is identical to the one previously shown in Figure 2.10, and used
for validation of our MATLAB-EMT solver. The detailed EMT sub-system includes six buses,
two loads and two synchronous machines represented in detail. It is connected to the rest of the
system through a single interface bus (4043).
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Figure 5.1: Nordic test system decomposed into a “large” PM and a “small” EMT sub-system.
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Figure 5.2: Case 1. Boundary bus voltage magnitude.
5.1.2 Case 1: Three-phase five-cycle short-circuit very near bus 4047
In this first test case, a solid three-phase fault is applied at t = 1 s on line 4046-4047, very near
bus 4047. It is eliminated at t = 1.1 s, i.e. after 5 cycles.
The time evolution of the boundary bus voltage is shown in Figure 5.2. The algebraic, i.e.
instantaneous, modeling of the network in the PM solver is observed by the abrupt (1ms time-
step) change in the boundary voltage at fault inception and clearing. A very good match is observed
between PM-EMT and EMT solutions. As expected, the co-simulation solution is situated between
the PM and the EMT ones.
No major difference being observed between the PM and the EMT solutions, the boundary voltage
may not be the best variable to check the accuracy of the coupling in this test-case. We show
in addition the evolutions of the active and reactive powers injected at the boundary bus, see
Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. In the EMT solver (EMTP-RV), the active and reactive powers
are computed from a running one-cycle window. In the PM-EMT solver, active and reactive
powers are computed directly from the extracted current and voltage phasors. A reduced accuracy
of the PM-EMT solution is observed particularly at the fault inception and clearing instants. This
can be explained by the change of extraction technique at these instants from the least-squares
fitting of a quasi-cosine waveform including an exponentially decaying DC component to the
PSRA projection, which is less precise. Another factor influencing the accuracy of the results is
the fact that the boundary is very close to the fault, which was chosen on purpose to push the
co-simulation towards its limit. As can be seen from the evolutions of the boundary currents shown
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Figure 5.4: Case 1. Reactive power injected at boundary bus 4043.
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in Figure 5.5, a DC component is present at the boundary. In the co-simulation, this component
cannot be transmitted to the PM side of the boundary. These two factors explain the reduced
accuracy during the fault-on period and, to a lower extent, over a few cycles after the fault clearing.
The evolution of the rotor speed of machine g15 is shown in Figure 5.6. The curves show a
backswing, correctly reproduced by the co-simulation. This backswing and the higher-frequency
oscillations are not reproduced with the simplified models of the PM simulation. The electrome-
chanical oscillations are correctly reproduced by the PM-EMT simulation.
5.1.3 Case 2: Single-phase five-cycle short-circuit very near bus 4047
In this second case, a solid short-circuit is applied at t = 1 s to phase a only, very near bus 4047.
It is eliminated by opening all three phases of line 4046-4047, after 5 cycles. The phase currents
at the boundary bus are very imbalanced, as shown in Figure 5.7.


































Figure 5.5: Case 1. Phase currents injected at boundary bus 4043.










































Figure 5.7: Case 2. Phase currents at boundary bus 4043.



















Figure 5.8: Case 2. Relative error on the complex power flowing through the boundary bus 4043.
Clearly, the boundary bus is too close to the disturbance to have a valid PM-EMT simulation (let
us recall that only positive-sequence voltages and currents can be processed by the PM solver).
This is confirmed by Figure 5.8 showing the relative error on the complex power, of the PM-EMT
co-simulation with respect to the EMT benchmark. This is computed as follows at each time of
the simulation:
relative error = |SPM−EMT − SEMT ||SEMT | , (5.1)
where SPM−EMT and SEMT are the complex powers, flowing through the boundary buses, com-
puted by PM-EMT and EMT simulations respectively. This error reaches as much as 30 percent
during the fault-on period and a couple of percents in the subsequent seconds. Ideally, to be
more accurate, the relative error should not only take into account the amplitude of the difference
between the complex powers, but also the time shift [FVC11].
The time evolution of the rotor speed of machine g15, located inside the EMT sub-system, reveals
nonetheless a fairly good match between the PM-EMT and the EMT simulations, as shown in
Figure 5.9.

















Figure 5.9: Case 2. Speed of machine g15.
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5.2 Multiple boundary buses
5.2.1 Test system decomposition
In order to test the co-simulation in the presence of multiple boundary buses, the system has been
decomposed as shown in Figure 5.10. The PM sub-system contains the Equivalent and North
regions with hydro power plants taking care of primary frequency control. The EMT sub-system,
on the other hand, is made up of the Central and South regions with the largest part of the load
and thermal power plants, not participating in frequency control. The PM and EMT sub-systems
are connected through three 400-kV buses, namely: 4041, 4044 and 4042. When building the
Thévenin and Norton equivalents, the impedance and admittance matrices are non-diagonal, i.e.
the couplings between boundary buses are taken into account. In steady-state, the active and
reactive powers flowing from the PM into the EMT sub-system are given in Table 5.1. They add
up to a total of 2600 MW and 160 Mvar flowing from the PM into the EMT sub-system.
5.2.2 Case 3: Three-phase fault at bus 1042
In this scenario, a three-phase, solid fault is applied at t = 1 s, to one of the two circuits connecting
buses 1044 and 1042, very near the latter, in the EMT sub-system. The fault is cleared by opening
all three phases of the faulted line. The nearby machines contribute to imbalance of the system
response.
This severe contingency could lead to transient (angle) instability. Thus, two cases have been
considered. In case 3a, the fault is cleared in 10.5 cycles, just before the critical clearing time is
reached. In case 3b, the fault is cleared in 12.5 cycles, which is higher than the critical clearing
time. Clearly, the latter is aimed at testing more severe conditions.
5.2.2.1 Case 3a: Fault cleared before critical time
Boundary voltages magnitude are shown in Figure 5.11. As expected, a very good match is
observed between the PM-EMT and the EMT curves.
Bus 4041 4044 4042 Total
P (MW) 1091 571.1 937.0 2599.1
Q (Mvar) -0.6 53.9 106.4 159.7
Table 5.1: Power flows from the PM into the EMT sub-system.
























































Figure 5.10: System decomposition with multiple boundary buses.











































Figure 5.11: Case 3a: Boundary voltages.
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Figure 5.12: Case 3b: Rotor speed of generator g6.
5.2.2.2 Case 3b: Fault cleared after critical time
Due to the delayed fault elimination in this scenario, machine g6 (located next to the fault) loses
synchronism and separates with respect to the rest of the system. This marginally unstable scenario
is a severe test, since small initial deviations can evolve into large final excursions. Figure 5.12
shows the evolution of the rotor speed of g6. Note that the simulation has been run, for comparison
purposes, until the speed reaches 1.1 pu while the machine would be tripped by protections before
that in practice. A zoom on the on-fault period reveals, as expected, an almost linear increase
in the PM response, while the PM-EMT and EMT evolutions show oscillations due to additional,
fast decaying torque components [Kun94].
Figure 5.13 shows the corresponding evolution of the voltage magnitude at the boundary bus
4044, given by the three solvers. A good match is observed between the PM-EMT and the EMT
responses, but not with the PM one.
5.2.3 Case 4: Single-phase 10.5-cycle fault on bus 1042
This case is interesting since it involves an imbalanced fault and corresponds to a real, typical
application of PM-EMT co-simulations. In this case, to limit the amount of imbalance remaining
at the boundary of the PM sub-system, the PM-EMT interface had to be put far enough from the
fault location. In this fourth case, the evolutions of the boundary voltage magnitudes are shown in
Figure 5.14. The PM simulation cannot handle directly such a case. Hence, the figure only shows
the PM-EMT and EMT solutions. A very good match is observed between the PM-EMT and the
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Figure 5.13: Case 3b: Voltage magnitude at bus 4044.
EMT curves in Figure 5.14, emphasizing the high quality of the proposed PM-EMT co-simulation.









































Figure 5.14: Case 4: Boundary voltages.
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Figure 5.15: Case 5: evolution of ||V¯ k+14044 − V¯ k+
1/2
4044 || with and without update of the Thévenin
equivalent with frequency.
5.2.4 Case 5: Tripping g9 in PM sub-system
This last case is aimed at checking the accuracy of the PM-EMT co-simulation in the presence of
large frequency deviations. To this purpose, the disturbance consists of tripping, at t = 1 s, the
1000-MVA generator g9 located in the PM sub-system. Note that most cases of practical interest
involve disturbances located in the sub-system represented in greater detail, i.e. the EMT one.
For checking purposes, however, the reverse was considered in this scenario.
Figure 5.15 shows the influence of updating the Thévenin equivalent with frequency, as discussed
in Section 3.8. The plot shows the voltage difference at interface bus 4044, 4V4044 = ||V¯ k+14044 −
V¯
k+1/2
4044 ||, where the k+1 and k+1/2 superscript symbols are those defined in Figure 3.23, and where
k corresponds to the last iteration, accepted at the end of the relaxation procedure performed for
a given time step. The lower value obtained when updating with frequency indicates that the
results of the coupled EMT and PM simulations are more consistent by approximately one order
of magnitude.
The evolutions of the rotor speed of machine g13, located near the boundary bus 4041, are shown
in Figure 5.16, focusing on the time interval until frequency reaches its minimum. In this case,
due to PM approximations in the area near the tripped generator g9, the PM-EMT evolution is
comparatively less accurate and closer to the PM rather than the EMT solution. Nevertheless, all
three methods are in good agreement.
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Figure 5.16: Case 5: Rotor speed of generator g13.
5.3 Accuracy of the multiple boundary buses cases
In this section, we examine the accuracy of the multiple boundary buses test cases presented in
Section 5.2. The relative error (5.1) on the complex power flowing through the boundary bus
4044 is shown in Figure 5.17. For case 3a, we observe that the relative error is around or below
1 percent, except at fault elimination. For case 3b, the relative error is similar to the one for case
3a, except when the system starts to oscillate. However, the error increase between t = 3 and
t = 4s is overestimated due to the fact that the time-shift between the two responses was not taken
into account into the estimation of the error [FVC11]. Case 4 presents a negligible relative error,
while case 5 is characterized by a bigger error. This is due to the fact that in case 5, generator
g9 has been tripped inside the PM sub-system, which is characterized by simplified models. The
relative errors shown have been estimated at the boundary bus 4044. The relative error observed
on variables inside the EMT sub-system should be even smaller.
5.4 Evolution of the voltage of the Thévenin source
All test-cases have been simulated with double-sided boundary conditions of the kind shown in
Figures 3.16.d (see also the relaxation algorithm in Figure 3.23). Considering the dynamically
updated Thévenin equivalent representing the PM sub-system in the EMT simulation, it is of
interest to observe the evolution of the voltage of the Thévenin source at a particular boundary
bus and compare it to the evolution of the corresponding boundary voltage. Instead of considering
the complex value of the Thévenin source E¯pm, we consider the relative variation of its magnitude∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥, computed as:
4
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥E¯pm (t+H)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥E¯pm (t)∥∥∥∥∥∥E¯pm (t+H)∥∥∥ (5.2)
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Figure 5.17: Relative error on the complex power, comparing PM-EMT to EMTP-RV at boundary
bus 4044, for test cases involving multiple boundary buses.
and similarly for the amplitude of the voltage V¯ at the same boundary bus:
4
∥∥∥V¯ ∥∥∥∥∥∥V¯ ∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥V¯ (t+H)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥V¯ (t)∥∥∥∥∥∥V¯ (t+H)∥∥∥ . (5.3)
These two indices make the comparison between E¯pm and V¯ easier since both of them start from
zero in pre-disturbance steady-state conditions, while
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ and ∥∥∥V¯ ∥∥∥ differ significantly.
The curves for cases 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. In these two figures,
it is observed that at fault application and clearing times,
4
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ is smaller than
4
∥∥∥V¯ ∥∥∥∥∥∥V¯ ∥∥∥ ,
which was to be expected.
Observing such small variations of
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ in Figures 5.18 and 5.19, we may question the real
need to use a PM model for the PM sub-system rather than merely a static Thévenin equivalent
of the latter sub-system, computed once and for all. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the relative
error on the complex power, computed as in (5.1), when using a static Thévenin equivalent rather
than a PM-EMT co-simulation. In Figure 5.20, note that the peak at t = 2 s is due to a value
of the apparent power close to zero at the denominator of (5.1) and does not give any valuable
information. For other time instants, the zooms show that the maximum error is on the order of 75
to 175 percents. This large error justifies the need for PM-EMT co-simulation in this case, rather
than a mere static Thévenin equivalent. The error curve, corresponding to case 2, in Figure 5.21,
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Figure 5.19: Case 2. Relative variation of the magnitudes of E¯pm and V¯ at bus 4043.
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Figure 5.20: Case 1: Relative error on the complex power at bus 4043 when using a static Thévenin
equivalent.
presents a large error at t = 2 s, also due to an apparent power close to zero at the denominator
of (5.1). The maximum values of the error go from 20 to 55 percents at other times. These large
values proove the need to use PM-EMT co-simulation.
The curves for cases 3a, 3b and 4 are shown in Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 respectively. In these
cases, the boundary is located further away from the disturbance which is in the EMT sub-system.
This means that the influence of Zpm (or equivalently Rabcpm and Labcpm; see Figure 3.23) is likely to
be higher than in cases 1 and 2. This is indeed observed in Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 where the
relative variation of
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ at bus 4044 is much smaller than the relative variation of ∥∥∥V¯4044∥∥∥.
In Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24, the variation of
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ is observed to be very small, questioning
the need for PM-EMT co-simulation when placing the PM-EMT interface further away from the
disturbance. Figure 5.25 shows that the use of a static equivalent in cases 3a, 3b and 4 would
lead to an error on the complex power in the order of magnitude of 5 to 30 percents. Even when
the PM-EMT interface is far from the disturbance, a static Thévenin equivalent is not sufficient
to correctly represent the dynamics of the PM sub-system.
Case 5, shown in Figure 5.26 is different. Note that the relative variations of
∥∥∥E¯pm∥∥∥ and ∥∥∥V¯4044∥∥∥
are both comparatively much smaller, in the order of a few tenths of a percent. However, we
observe here that the Thévenin voltage has a larger variation than the boundary voltage. This
is most likely due to the fact that the triggering event (outage of generator g9) is located in
the PM sub-system. In fact, the EMT sub-system evolves under the effect of this changing E¯pm
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Figure 5.22: Case 3a. Relative variation of the magnitudes of E¯pm and V¯ at bus 4044.
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Figure 5.24: Case 4. Relative variation of the magnitudes of E¯pm and V¯ at bus 4044.





















Figure 5.25: Case 3a, 3b and 4: Relative error on the complex power at bus 4044 when using a
static Thévenin equivalent.
voltage. For case 5, since the disturbance takes place inside the PM sub-system, a static Thévenin
representation would be meaningless. That is why no comparison between a static Thévenin
equivalent and a PM-EMT co-simulation is presented for this test case.
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Figure 5.26: Case 5. Relative variation of the magnitudes of E¯pm and V¯ at bus 4044.
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5.5 Convergence of the relaxation process
Table 5.2 provides the number of iterations of the relaxation procedure, i.e. the number of cycles
in Figure 3.23 until convergence is reached. For a given simulation, the numbers of iterations were
recorded at all time steps; the median and the maximum of all values are shown in the table. A
second-order prediction has been considered in all cases. The results relate to various boundary
conditions, identified by the letters in Figure 3.16. It was found that the conditions of type (a)
did not allow the iterations to converge (even in steady-state conditions). All other boundary
conditions led to convergence, and yielded the same dynamic response (see Section 3.7.3). The
performances of type (c) vary too much from one case to another; type (d) is consistently the
best.
Table 5.2: Nb. of relaxation iterations for various boundary conditions. “Med” designates the
median, and “max” the maximum value.
Boundary conditions (see Fig. 3.16)
Case (a) (b) (c) (d)
Med Max Med Max Med Max
1 no conv. 2 21 3 17 2 17
2 no conv. 2 18 3 16 2 16
3-a no conv. 2 9 3 25 2 4
3-b no conv. 3 9 4 25 3 4
4 no conv. 1 4 3 5 2 4
5 no conv. 2 13 3 6 2 4
Table 5.3 shows the median and maximum number of iterations needed when zero-order, first-
order or second-order predictions are used (see Section 3.4.1). The number of iterations have been
evaluated on a 2 second simulation time interval after the event. The median is then computed
over 100 consecutive time steps, each of H = 20ms. For all the results in this table, boundary
conditions of type (d) have been used. It is observed that the second-order prediction consistently
gives the least number of iterations, as expected.
Table 5.3: Nb. of relaxation iterations for various predictions.
Prediction:
Case zero-order first-order second-order
Med Max Med Max Med Max
1 3 17 3 17 2 17
2 3 16 2 16 2 16
3-a 3 4 3 4 2 4
3-b 3 4 3 4 3 4
4 3 4 2 4 2 4
5 3 4 3 4 2 4
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5.6 Impact of restricting to a single EMT evaluation per time
step H
For computational efficiency and in applications such as hardware-in-the-loop simulations, it is
of interest to perform a single iteration of the relaxation process, involving thus a single EMT
simulation per time step H (see Section 3.2.3.2). Limiting the number of iterations to a single
one obviously introduces some approximation, which is illustrated in Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29.
Figure 5.27 relates to case 3b, with zero-order prediction and boundary conditions of type (b),
(c) and (d), respectively. It shows the relative error on the complex power at the boundary bus
4044, when performing a single iteration, compared to a fully converged co-simulation. The results
further confirm the superiority of boundary conditions of type (d).
Figures 5.28 and 5.29 show the same relative error, in the various test cases (single and multiple
interface buses), using boundary conditions of type (d) and second-order prediction. It is observed
that a single iteration yields very good accuracy.
In order to check if the latter error is significant, it is compared to the error of a converged PM-
EMT co-simulation with respect to the EMT benchmark. The most severe case is considered
regarding the error introduced by a single EMT sub-system evaluation, at the fault inception and
clearing instants. From Figure 5.29, this case is found to be case 3a. The curves in Figure 5.30
show that the relative error on the complex powers between the PM-EMT co-simulation and the
benchmark (EMTP-RV) rises up to a few percents at fault inception and clearing instants and
is in the order of one percent outside the fault-on period. In this case, there is no added value
in iterating until convergence in the PM-EMT co-simulation. Let us stress, however, that this
holds true only if the boundary conditions used are of type (d). Figure 5.27 showed indeed that
boundary conditions (b) and (c) lead to an error in the order of magnitude of 1 percent, which is
not negligible at all compared to the relative error of the converged solution with respect to the
benchmark.

























Figure 5.27: Case 3b: Relative error on complex power at bus 4044 when performing a single
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Figure 5.28: Cases 1 and 2: Relative error on complex power at bus 4043 when performing a single
co-simulation iteration, using boundary conditions of type (d) and second-order prediction.
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Figure 5.29: Relative error on complex power at bus 4044 when performing a single co-simulation
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Figure 5.30: Case 3a: Relative error on complex power at bus 4044 when performing a single co-
simulation iteration, using boundary conditions of type (d) and second-order prediction, compared
to the error of the fully converged solution with respect to the reference solution (EMTP-RV).
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5.7 Complementary simulation results
The results in this section have been added to confirm the results presented earlier in this chapter.
In a fast reading of the thesis, this section can be skipped.
5.7.1 Case 1: Three-phase five-cycle short-circuit very near bus 4047
The boundary currents generated from the EMT simulation are shown in Figure 5.31. Note the
presence of imbalance in the case of this three-phase fault. Exponentially decaying DC components
are observed, as expected, during the fault-on time but also after the fault clearing. Machine
g15 currents generated by the EMT simulation and the PM-EMT co-simulation, are shown in
Figure 5.32. The latter figure shows that, after the fault is cleared, a small discrepancy between
the PM-EMT curve and the EMT benchmark can be observed. For the fault-on duration, a
negligible discrepancy could also be observed between these two curves. This might come from
the fact that in general, a 50µs time step size h has been used in the EMT solver for stability


















Figure 5.31: Case 1: Currents at boundary bus 4043 (EMTP-RV).
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Figure 5.32: Case 1. Machine g15 phase currents.
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Figure 5.33: Case 2. Three-phase voltages at the boundary bus 4043.
5.7.2 Case 2: Single-phase five-cycle short-circuit very near bus 4047
EMT waveforms of the three-phase boundary voltages, showing the imbalance during the on-fault
period, are shown in Figure 5.33. This is a complementary plot to Figure 5.7, where the currents
flowing through the boundary bus could be observed. A relatively good match between the PM-
EMT co-simulation and the EMT simulation is observed in the boundary voltage magnitudes (see
Figure 5.34), which is not the case for the active and reactive powers flowing through the boundary
bus 4043 (see Figures 5.35 and 5.36). While the electromechanical oscillations are observed to
be correctly reproduced from the latter P and Q curves, the fault-on period reveals quite a large
difference between PM-EMT and EMT curves. Finally, the phase currents flowing through the
boundary bus 4043 are shown in Figure 5.37, and the ones injected into the grid by machine g15
are shown in Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.35: Case 2. Active power injected at boundary bus 4043.
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Figure 5.36: Case 2. Reactive power injected at boundary bus 4043.
































Figure 5.37: Case 2. Phase currents injected at boundary bus 4043.

































Figure 5.38: Case 2. Machine g15 phase currents.
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5.7.3 Case 3a: Three-phase fault at bus 1042 cleared before critical time
Active and reactive powers injected at the three boundary buses are shown in Figure 5.39 and 5.40
respectively. A fairly good match is observed between the PM-EMT and the EMT curves,
while the PM solver introduces some delay at approximatively t = 1.5s. In the phase currents at
boundary bus 4044, shown in Figure 5.41, an almost perfect match is observed for the faut-on
period, spanning from t = 1s to t = 1.21s. Figures 5.42 and 5.43 present a zoom on a time
interval near the fault inception and the fault clearing times, respectively.
Figures 5.44 and 5.45 show the relative error on the complex power transmitted at the boundary
buses when restraining the number of evaluation of the EMT sub-system to a single evaluation,
shown for zero and second-order predictions respectively. As explained in Section 5.6, the latter
relative error is computed by comparison to a fully converged PM-EMT co-simulation. The com-
parison of the latter two figures illustrates the superiority of second-order prediction. The peaks at
fault inception and clearing times are present in the two figures, since no prediction (or equivalently
zero-order prediction) is used for the three time steps consecutive to those instants, i.e. zero-order
predictions are used for both curves. However, the peaks between t = 1.5 and t = 2s, observed in
Figure 5.44, are not present in Figure 5.45. After t = 2s, the error is too small compared to the
simulation accuracy (10−4) to observe any remarkable reduction. However, examining the curves
with care shows that the maximum values observed around t = 3s, t = 3.9s, t = 4.7s, etc. are
reduced through the use of a second-order prediction. In this case, a non-iterative co-simulation
is observed to be almost as accurate as a fully converged simulation, since the maximum relative
error is below 0.1 percent.





































Figure 5.39: Case 3a: Active powers injected at the boundary buses.






































Figure 5.40: Case 3a: Reactive powers injected at the boundary buses.


























Figure 5.41: Case 3a: Phase currents at boundary bus 4044.
































Figure 5.42: Case 3a: Zoom at fault inception (t = 1 s) for the phase currents at boundary bus
4044.
































Figure 5.43: Case 3a: Zoom at fault clearing (t = 1.21 s) for the phase currents at boundary bus
4044.
























Figure 5.44: Case 3a: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a
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Figure 5.45: Case 3a: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a
single co-simulation iteration, with second-order prediction and boundary conditions of type (d).






















Figure 5.46: Case 3b: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a
single co-simulation iteration, with zero-order prediction and boundary conditions of type (d).
5.7.4 Case 3b: Three-phase fault at bus 1042, cleared after critical time
Figures 5.46 and 5.47 show the relative error on the complex power transmitted at the boundary
buses, when performing a single co-simulation iteration, for zero and second-order predictions
respectively. The comparison of the two figures, for which we kept the same graduations, illustrates
the improved accuracy gained by using a second-order prediction on the boundary variables.






















Figure 5.47: Case 3b: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a
single co-simulation iteration, with second-order prediction and boundary conditions of type (d).
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5.7.5 Case 4: Single-phase 10.5-cycle fault on bus 1042
Active and reactive powers passing through the boundary buses are shown in Figure 5.48 and 5.49
respectively. A fairly good match is observed between the PM-EMT and the EMT curves.
Figure 5.50 shows the relative error on the complex power transmitted through the boundary
buses, when performing a single co-simulation iteration, for second-order prediction.1 We observe
that apart from the fault inception and clearing times, the relative error is under 1/100 percent,
for all boundary buses. At fault inception and clearing, this error is under 0.25 percent. This is
very low and should make it possible to use non-iterative PM-EMT co-simulation under the given
conditions of prediction, boundary conditions, along with high quality PM-to-EMT and EMT-to-
PM conversions.
5.7.6 Case 5: Tripping g9 in PM sub-system
Figures 5.51 and 5.52 show the relative error on the complex power transmitted through the bound-
ary buses, when performing a single co-simulation iteration, for zero and second-order predictions
respectively. Both figures involve boundary conditions of type (d).
In Figure 5.51, as expected, the error increases with time and stabilizes, with a sawtooth evolution.
Such a sawtooth evolution of the error seems normal in non-dissipative simulation.
In Figure 5.52, an interesting case is shown where a “bad” (less accurate) step (around 12.5s), due
to non-iterating the relaxation process, induces a reduced accuracy for the following time-steps.
Note that co-simulation characterized by a single evaluation of the EMT sub-system however
remains almost as accurate as the fully converged co-simulation.
1The error obtained with a zero-order prediction was almost identical and is not be shown here.






































Figure 5.48: Case 4: Active powers injected at the boundary buses.







































Figure 5.49: Case 4: Reactive powers injected at the boundary buses.
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Figure 5.50: Case 4: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a























Figure 5.51: Case 5: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a
single co-simulation iteration, with zero-order prediction and boundary conditions of type (d).























Figure 5.52: Case 5: Relative error on complex power at the boundary buses when performing a




6.1 Summary of work and contributions
In this thesis the coupling of PM and EMT simulations has been investigated. From the point of
view of the EMT sub-system, the coupled PM solver can be considered as a high accuracy dynamic
equivalent in the [0 . . . 5] Hz frequency range. From the point of view of the PM sub-system, the
coupled EMT solver can be considered as an accurate model of a subnetwork together with the
connected equipment. The PM-EMT co-simulation as a whole can be viewed as a time-domain
simulation faster than a full EMT simulation of the same system, while being more accurate or more
appropriate in terms of modeling than a full PM simulation of the same system. Moreover, a wider
range of time evolutions (e.g. overvoltages, unbalanced waveforms, decaying DC component, ...)
are revealed in the PM-EMT solution, which could not be obtained from a pure PM simulation.
We have studied several techniques to efficiently and accurately couple PM and EMT solvers. In
Chapter 3, the coupling of PM and EMT solvers has been presented. The system topology has
been treated first. It has been shown that all configurations of PM or EMT sub-systems could
virtually be treated as a single PM sub-system connected to a single EMT sub-system (through
multiple interface buses).
Various iterative schemes have been considered and it has been shown that, in the general case
where the PM simulation is much faster than the EMT one, the most accurate and efficient
iterative scheme is the Gauss-Seidel sequential coupling of the two solvers (see Section 3.2.3),
with the PM solver being executed first. This last point is one of our contributions, which shows
to be very important for the case where the EMT solver would be executed once per time step
only. Dealing with the PM sub-system first gives the opportunity to solve the PM sub-system
twice per time step (see Figure 3.10), which greatly enhances the accuracy (see Section 5.6).
Various boundary conditions for coupling the PM and the EMT models have been reviewed in
Section 3.3. The literature has been thoroughly examined to evaluate which boundary conditions
have been contemplated (see Table 3.2). A physical interpretation of the boundary conditions has
been given (see Figure 3.15. Overlapping sub-systems have been proposed for completeness only
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(see Section 3.3.2) but this option was not retained in the work. A comparison of the convergence
obtained with different boundary conditions has been given. It was illustrated through simulation
results in Section 3.7. For correctness of the boundary conditions and accuracy of the coupling, it
is recommended to update with frequency the impedances used in the model of the PM sub-system
in the EMT simulation (see Section 3.8). The frequency of concern is obtained from the interface
current at each boundary bus.
In order to further improve the accuracy obtained from a non-iterative scheme (or equivalently
to reduce the number of iterations in a full relaxation scheme), extrapolation techniques have
been considered, in Section 3.4. Second-order prediction in time was shown to give a noticeable
convergence improvement, at a negligible computational cost (see Section 3.4.1). Prediction
between iterations of the same time step is not relevant due to the small number of iterations
required to reach convergence (see Section 3.4.2).
A summary of the presented coupling techniques has been proposed in Table 3.3. This is a key
table since it summarizes the characteristics of the relaxation algorithm developed in this research.
In Chapter 4, the techniques for interfacing PM and EMT results have been thoroughly analyzed.
The PM-to-EMT conversion, called “interpolation” has been presented in Section 4.1, after a
literature review (see Table 4.1). Linear interpolation of the magnitude and phase angles of the
Thévenin voltage sources involved in the PM boundary conditions has been shown to be adapted
to all practical cases of interest (pre-fault, fault inception, fault-on, ...). Attention has been drawn
on a problem that may arise when interpolating phase angles crossing the pi value.
Section 4.2 has been devoted to the positive-sequence phasor extraction from the evolutions of the
three-phase voltages and currents at the boundary buses. First, a series of small cases has been
explored, with increasing complexity. On these examples, the most accurate method has been
identified to be the least-squares fitting of a quasi-cosine waveform including an exponentially
decaying DC component. By its principle, this method produces no delay at all between the
phasors extracted from the EMT simulation and the PM ones. The latter method relying on a
time interval, it has been shown that it is not suited to phasor extraction from “broken” waveforms.
Such waveforms arise for instance at fault inception, elimination, or in general after discrete events.
In this case, a method such as the projection on synchronously rotating axes, where the extracted
phasor is obtained from a single point of the waveforms (see Section 4.2.2), is recommended. Our
subsequent simulation results have been produced by a combination of two extraction methods:
the projection on synchronously rotating axes at fault inception and elimination time-steps, and the
least-squares fitting of a quasi-cosine waveform including an exponentially decaying DC component,
for the rest of the time.
Finally, in Chapter 5 simulation results have been presented. They have been obtained from the
Nordic test system, with respectively a single and multiple boundary buses. When the number
of boundary buses was increased, a reduction of the number of iterations to reach convergence
was observed. Two factors may explain this observation. The first one is the quality of the multi-
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port Thévenin/Norton equivalents used for the boundary conditions and the fact that first-order
boundary conditions were used on both PM and EMT sides. The second factor is the increased
electrical distance between the PM-EMT boundary and the disturbance, located in the EMT sub-
system. A comparison of four different boundary conditions has been carried out for all test cases.
The best boundary conditions, in terms of convergence speed and accuracy, are consistently the
both-sided first-order (multiport Thévenin/Norton equivalent) ones. The zero-, first- and second-
order prediction in time have been also tested. A comparison of the convergence speed is in favour
of the second-order predictions, as expected (second-order predictions are used through the whole
simulation, except at fault inception and elimination, where a zero-order prediction is used).
6.2 Directions for future work
Several directions for future work are suggested hereafter.
• An intermediate layer with three-phase phasor models in PM simulation could be added as
sketched in Figure 6.1, to better take into account the phase imbalance still present at the
boundary. Alternatively, the whole PM sub-system could be represented with a three-phase
model, as suggested in Figure 6.2. Such a simulation has been recently considered in [HV15].
In such a model, the rotor dynamics of synchronous generators are considered only in the
positive-sequence while the negative- and zero-sequence are modeled by impedances only.
The other components, such as lines and loads, are represented in three-phases.
• A hybrid PM-Dynamic Phasor simulation could be contemplated, with the DP simulation
performed in three-phase (see Section 2.3.1). While keeping almost full EMT accuracy on the









Figure 6.2: Three-phase PM sub-system coupled to EMT sub-system.
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current phasor solutions at the boundary. Boundary voltage and current phasor extraction
(from boundary abc voltage and current waves) would not be needed anymore in such an
approach, or at least it would become very simple.
• In this work, the PM-EMT boundary has been chosen beforehand and the test cases have
been selected for the given PM and EMT sub-systems. It would be of interest to search
for strategies to identify automatically the PM and EMT sub-systems suitable for a given
event, in a given network. Enlarging the EMT sub-system will generally mean increasing
the number of interface buses. Further investigations are needed to check the convergence
properties in the case of many interface buses, say for instance 20 buses. In our opinion,
increasing the number of interface buses should not lead to convergence problems.
• In [Abh11] the author proposed to switch to PM-only simulation after the system has come
back to (three-phase balanced) steady state operation. This is not applicable in all cases. For
instance, it is not applicable when the PM model of a component has not yet been established
or validated, while an EMT model is available. Furthermore, this requires changing the
model of the detailed sub-system from EMT to PM and may entail a complex initialization
procedure. However, from a research point of view, the idea of switching to PM-only
simulation some time after a disturbance should not be put aside. The advantages of such
an approach should be studied in greater detail on several application scenarios. Strategies
to determine the appropriate switching time should also be investigated.
• It could be interesting to use a coarse EMT solver (same EMT solver with bigger time step
size and/or lower order time-stepping method and/or limited number of iterations of the
Newton solver1) for a first, rough, evaluation of the EMT solution (as is done in Parareal
techniques [GDP+15, CM11]). This could yield a high accuracy at the first evaluation of
the fine EMT solver. A possible interaction protocol is shown in Figure 6.3 where the
first evaluation of the fine EMT solver is referred by the arrow numbered 6. A parallel
implementation could use the coarse EMT and the PM solver for the first iteration in order
to give the first boundary condition to both EMT and PM solvers as shown in Figure 6.4.
The whole procedure would be repeated at each next time step H.
• Finally, concerning phasor extraction, automatic switching between least-squares fitting (of
a quasi-cosine waveform including an exponentially decaying DC component) could be de-
signed and implemented based on the residuals of the least-squares curve-fitting procedure.
This would allow taking advantage of the high accuracy of the least-squares fitting technique.
Also, an automatic procedure could be devised to process the proper number of previous
EMT time intervals in case the PM time step size is chosen much smaller than a period at
fundamental frequency (see Figure 4.7). Note that for efficiency reasons, reducing the PM
1In general, a coarse solver may involve solving models based on simplified underlying physics. This solution
does not seem practical for a coarse EMT solver.
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Figure 6.3: Serial PM-EMT simulation. Use of a coarse EMT solver.
Figure 6.4: Parallel PM-EMT simulation. Use of coarse PM and EMT solvers.
time step size is generally not desired in PM-EMT co-simulation since it increases the num-
ber of PM sub-system evaluations, without significantly improving the simulation accuracy.




A summary of the models used in PM and in EMT sub-systems is presented in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Main characteristics of the implemented models.
EMT PM
2 d-axis same model with
Synchronous and 2 q-axis transformer voltages
machines rotor windings neglected
simplification: saturation ignored
Transformers transformer ratio & leakage inductance
simplifications: no copper losses, no saturation
Lines constant pi model
Loads constant impedance model
Breakers open each phase no distinction
at zero-crossing between phases
The loads are modeled as constant impedances and the lines with nominal PI section model, for
simplicity and without lack of generality.
A.1 Electromagnetic transients models
A.1.1 Transformers
Three-phase transformers are modeled using a Ygyg connection of three single-phase models, such
as the one represented in Figure A.1.
A.1.2 Loads
Loads are modeled using the representation of Figure A.2.
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Figure A.1: Equivalent circuit of a two-winding transformer, without magnetising branch [WA03].
Figure A.2: Impedance load.
A.1.3 Breakers and short-circuits
Three-phase breakers and short-circuits are modeled using three models such as the one of Fig-
ure A.3.
Figure A.3: Single-phase breaker and short-circuit.
A.1.4 Shunts
Shunts are modeled using the configuration of Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4: Shunt.
A.1.5 Synchronous Machines
In order to have a single model, whatever the number of rotor windings, we use “model switches”,
i.e. integer parameters such as Sd1 = 1 if there is a damper winding d1, Sd1 = 0 otherwise, and
similarly for q1 and q2.
The table below shows usual models and their corresponding values of switches:
model switches
detailed, round rotor Sd1 = 1, Sq1 = 1, Sq2 = 1
detailed, salient pole Sd1 = 1, Sq1 = 1, Sq2 = 0
simplified, no damper Sd1 = 0, Sq1 = 0, Sq2 = 0
Synchronous machines in EMT sub-system are all round-rotor machines, except the synchronous
condenser g13 [IEE15]. They are represented with four rotor windings (f , d1, q1, q2), i.e. Sd1 =


















= ωs (−vo −Ra io) (A.3)






















= −ωsRq2ψq2 − Sq2ψaq
Llq2
(A.7)
where ψad and ψaq are the air-gap fluxes.
A.1.5.1 Relationships between magnetic flux linkages and currents
All currents were eliminated except id, iq and io which is coherent with the fact that we want to
get ia, ib, ic
0 = −ψd + Llid + ψad (A.8)
0 = −ψq + Lliq + ψaq (A.9)






































= 12H (KmTm − ψadiq + ψaqid) (A.14)
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A.1.5.4 Park transform for the currents and voltages at the connected bus


















































































0 = −vo + 1√3
1√
3
(va + vb + vc)
A.1.5.5 Unknowns-equations balance
The 14 unknowns are the stator currents id, iq, io, stator flux components ψd, ψq, ψo, rotor flux
components ψf , ψd1, ψq1, ψq2, air gap flux (d−and q−axis) ψad and ψaq, rotor angle θ and speed
ω.
They are balanced by:
• 9 differential equations: (A.1)-(A.7), (A.13)-(A.14)
• 5 algebraic equations: (A.8)-(A.12)
A.2 Phasor models
A.2.1 Transformers
Transformers are modeled with a single-phase equivalent such as the one shown in Figure A.1, but
in phasor notation.
A.2.2 Loads and shunts
The phasor model of a constant impedance load is represented in Figure A.5. It is modeled through
the following equation:
Vx + jVy = − (R+ jX) (Ix + jIy)
where Z = R+ jX is the constant load impedance.
The load impedance is initialized such as to match the initial active power P0 and reactive power
Q0 at initial bus voltage effective value V0, making use of the following relations:
S = V¯ I¯∗
where I¯∗ is the complex conjugate of the current I¯.
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Figure A.5: Phasor model of a constant impedance load.
A.2.3 Synchronous Machines
The model used is the same as the one presented in Appendix A.1.5, neglecting in the stator Park
equations (A.1)-(A.3) the transformation EMF dψdq0dt , as previously noted in Section 2.4.1. These
fast dynamics being neglected, the ODEs (A.1)-(A.3) are being considered infinitely fast and are
converted into the following AEs:
0 = ωs
(





−vq −Ra iq + θ˙ψd
)
(A.16)
0 = ωs (−vo −Ra io) (A.17)
The fluxes ψdq change instantly due to a change in currents idq. The current io is considered to
be instantly modified by a change in the voltage vo.
More details about the implementation of the phasor model of synchronous machine in the Ramses
software used for PM simulation may be found in [Fab12].
A.3 Models common to electromagnetic transients models and
phasor approximation
A.3.1 Exciter, automatic voltage regulator and power system stabilizer
The bloc diagram represented in Figure A.6 combines the models of the exciter, the AVR and the
PSS.
The exciter is the electrical machine needed to supply current to the field winding of a synchronous






which means the exciter is represented by a 1/10s time constant, with its output voltage limited to
a 0 Volt lower limit and an L2 upper limit where the values for L2 may be found in [IEE15].
The AVR computes the error between the measured output RMS voltage V of the considered
synchronous generator and its voltage setpoint V o. The error signal  = V o − V + VPSS passes
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through a gain G and a transient gain reduction transfer function 1+sTa1+sTb . Again, the values for G,
Ta and Tb for every generator of the Nordic test system are given in [IEE15]. A positive value of
the error  corresponds to a low voltage condition and will gives rise to an increased field voltage
vfd, which will in turn increase the voltage at the boundary of the synchronous generator.
� 
−� 
Figure A.6: Model of exciter, AVR and PSS.
Some disturbance in a large power system may lead to machines or groups of machines oscillating
against each other for what concerns their synchronous speeds. The power system stabilizer role
is to stabilize these inter-area oscillations.
A.3.2 Speed governor
The bloc diagram of the speed controller used for hydro-turbines is shown in Figure A.7. The
inputs of the speed controller are the speed of the turbine ω and the mechanical power P given








Figure A.7: Speed controller.
A.3.3 Turbine
While a constant mechanical torque is assumed for the machines of thermal plants, the hydraulic
turbines are represented by the model of Figure A.8. In this model, the input z is the gate opening
tuned by the servomotor (0 ≤ z ≤ 1), q the water flow, H the head, Tw the water time constant,
Pm the mechanical power, ω the rotor speed in pu and Tm the mechanical torque.
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Our goal was to keep the compatibility with the parameter file format used by the PM solver. The
parameter file with all the model information is first read and the equations are assembled. All
variables are initialized, as schematically represented in Figure B.1. The parameter file containing
all the information concerning the EMT sub-system is first analyzed and used to create all the
necessary model information in the structure allmodels. The possible models are represented in
Figure B.2. The names correspond to the following:
• “buses”: buses characteristics,
• “tfos”: transformers,
• “br_Rshorts”: breakers and short-circuits
• lines: three-phase pi-model lines
• PMmodel: dynamically updated Thévenin equivalent of the PM sub-system
• KCLa: Kirchhoff Current Laws (phase a)
• loads: RL three-phase star-shape impedance loads
• gens: synchronous generators
• Cshunts: star-shape model of shunts
A file describing the observables to keep track of during the simulation, called for instance obs_-
EMT.dat, is then read and interpreted by the procedure. A third file named for instance meth-
ods.dat containing information about the methods to use, e.g. the kind of boundary conditions
or of extraction method or the tolerance of the EMT solver, is then read and the information is
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Figure B.1: Initialization procedure.
Figure B.2: Models implemented in the developed EMT solver.
kept in the EMT_simulation structure. The admittance matrix of both the EMT and the PM
sub-systems is computed, as detailed in Appendix C, and the impedance (or similarly admittance)
matrix seen from the boundary buses is derived, as previously explained in Section 3.3.3. Finally,
all the EMT models are initialized based on the load flow information processed from the file
prm_EMT.dat.
The coupling layer is represented in Figure B.3. After loading the updated boundary variables from
the PM solver, namely V¯k+ 12 (t+H) and I¯k+ 12 (t+H), the coupling layer updates the multiport
Thévenin equivalent of the PM sub-system. The EMT solver then computes the EMT sub-system
over the time interval [t t+H]. The extraction procedure may then be called to produce the
updates values of the boundary voltage and current phasors, namely V¯k+1(t+H) and I¯k+1(t+H)
(see Figure 3.23). The equivalent of the EMT sub-system is then updated and the new one is
given to the PM solver, which may resume its simulation. Since the EMT solver is implemented in
177
Figure B.3: Coupling layer.
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MATLAB, which is an interpreted language, the solver remains slow.A tentative speed comparison
with EMTP-RV (same duration -100ms (500ms)-, same time step size, same tolerance, same
data kept, same laptop, same power system simulated with the same models - Central and South
regions of the Nordic system) gave a simulation time of 94s (716.8s) for MATLAB-EMT versus
1.1s (4.13) for EMTP-RV. This gives a ratio of 85.45 (173.56).
The Jacobian is partially updated since most models do keep the same jacobian during the whole
duration of the simulation. The Jacobian of PMmodel will be updated at every change of Rpm or
Lpm matrices. A particular br_Rshorts model will be updated whenever its state changes (opened
breaker or short-circuited, ...). The Jacobians of all the synchronous generators are updated at
every EMT time-step change or whenever the number of Newton iterations to compute a time









Figure B.4: Jacobian matrix.
A technical flowchart of the PM-EMT algorithm is shown in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.5: Detailed flowchart.
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convergence
 accelerator
Figure B.6: Jacobi accelerated co-simulation scheme.
Figures B.6 and B.7 presents acceleration schemes (see Section 3.4.2), of respectively the Jacobi
and the Gauss-Seidel type, that should be used if the number of co-simulation iterations would
increase, for example due to a larger number of boundary buses. In Jacobi scheme, a given co-
simulation iteration outputs phasors of the interface currents I¯ = Ix + jIy and voltages V¯ =
Vx + jVy, as sketched in Figure B.6. However, unlike a classical Jacobi scheme, the interface
variables are not directly input to the next iteration. They are rather modified by a convergence
accelerator that produces the modified interface variables I∗x, I∗y, V∗x and V∗y intended to be closer
to the fixed-point of the given time step. The Gauss-Seidel scheme presented in Figure B.7 uses






Figure B.7: Gauss-Seidel accelerated co-simulation scheme.

AppendixC
Nodal admittance matrix computation
In this work, to build the nodal admittance matrix Ynetwork abc of size 3N × 3N , where N is the
number of buses of the considered network (see Figure 3.19), we first build the Yd, Yi and Yo
matrices (each of size N ×N) for the direct (or positive-sequence), inverse (or negative-sequence)
and homopolar (zero-sequence) components respectively. These components have been introduced
in Section 2.4.3.
C.1 Conversion of elementary 3-by-3 nodal admittance matrix
from abc to dio form, and conversely







where yd, yi, and y0 are the direct, inverse and zero-sequence components of the nodal admittance
at the considered bus. The following formula allows for the conversion of every elementary 3-by-3
matrix Ydio into the 3-by-3 matrix Yabc:
Yabc = SYdioS−1 ,







where a = ej 2pi3 had been defined in (2.50). A recursive procedure, treating sequentially each
elementary 3-by-3 matrix Ydio, allows for the conversion of the complete nodal admittance matrix
Ynetwork dio into Ynetwork abc (or conversely, depending on the needed form).
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C.2 Initialization
The three nodal admittance matrices Yd, Yi and Yo of size N × N , first need to be initialized
to zero matrices:
Yd = Yi = Yo =

0 · · · 0
... . . . ...
0 · · · 0
 .
C.3 Contribution of each component
The contributions of all components need to be added to the initial zero matrices. The components
are classified in one-port components (impedance loads, shunts and synchronous machines), or
two-ports ones (transformers and lines).
C.3.1 One-port components
These components are supposed to be connected to bus k.
Impedance load Zload












To simplify, in what follows, if the contribution to the three matrices Yd, Yi and Yo are similar, we
will write in condensed form:





Ydio (k, k) = Ydio (k, k) + jBshunt .
Synchronous machine





q , one has:
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C.3.2 Two-ports components
Two-ports components are supposed to be connected to buses f (from) and t (to).
Ygyg Transformer jXtfo; m
For such a transformer with a Yy connection having both neutral connections grounded, one has:








Ydio (f, t) = Ydio (f, t)− 1
jXtfom
,




The EMT model of this line was presented in Section 2.2.2. The phasor model was the object










The value for the inverse-sequence are identical to the ones for the direct-sequence.
The contributions of this model to direct and inverse-sequence components of the admittance
matrix are:
Ydi (f, f) = Ydi (f, f) + Yp + Ys ,
Ydi (t, t) = Ydi (t, t) + Yp + Ys ,
Ydi (f, t) = Ydi (f, t)− Ys ,
Ydi (t, f) = Ydi (t, f)− Ys .
For the zero-sequence, if we do not have the corresponding data, we may assume:
Ro = Rpos ,
Lo = 3Lpos ,
Co = Cpos/2 .
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The contributions of the pi-line model to the zero-sequence component of the nodal admittance
matrix are:
Yo (f, f) = Yo (f, f) + Ypo + Yso ,
Yo (t, t) = Yo (t, t) + Ypo + Yso ,
Yo (f, t) = Yo (f, t)− Yso ,
Yo (t, f) = Yo (t, f)− Yso .
C.4 Fault inception very near bus k
For simplicity, fault inception is performed on the three-phase abc admittance matrix rather than
on the dio components one.
In case of a single-phase solid fault very near bus k, one has:
Ya(ka, ka) = Ya(ka, ka) + 106 .
Similarly, for a three-phase solid fault very near bus k, one has:
Yabc(kabc, kabc) = Yabc(kabc, kabc) + 106 .
C.5 Fault clearing by opening line between buses f and t
Ydio (f, f) = Ydio (f, f)− 106 ,
Ydio (t, t) = Ydio (t, t)− 106 ,
Ydio (f, t) = Ydio (f, t) + 106 ,
Ydio (t, f) = Ydio (t, f) + 106 .
AppendixD
Data of the Nordic-B system
For the PM simulation, all data are available in [IEE15].
A few additional parameters were needed for the EMT simulation.
For synchronous machines, the needed parameters are the resistances and inductances of every
of the four windings (two on d-axis and two on q-axis) of the rotor model, while the parameters
available are the reactances and time constants. The parameter Loo needed in (A.10) has been
considered equal to the leakage inductance, denoted Ll. The conversion is made through the
function XT2RL.m
For lines, negative-sequence parameters are considered to be equal to positive-sequence ones.
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